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“It is remarkable, that in a country where active and less hazardous
employments are so open to talent, men should take an inclination to a pursuit
that is rarely profitable, and in which mediocrity is as annoying as success is
triumphant.” James Fenimore Cooper, Notions of the Americans (1828).
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Introduction
Throughout the early decades of the nineteenth century American citizens
continued a debate that had persisted for roughly a century about whether the artistic
character of their new republic should reflect Old World cultural traditions or reject them
altogether.1 Patrons, artists, and politicians in the evolving democracy generally favored
English tastes, but their ideas about how to best engage with artwork of the Old World
differed, as did their opinions regarding patronage systems that did not reflect democratic
ideals. Employing a more traditional historical methodology, Part One of this thesis
examines the ambitious early career and work of Virginia-born painter John Gadsby
Chapman (1808-1889) and considers how it reflected these conversations especially as
they related to the development of a culture of art appreciation and collecting in the
South. Then, using Chapman’s Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Desert (fig. 1). and
related works as a case study, Part Two uses the tools of visual analysis and social art
history to explore how such debates led American painters to adapt Old World themes to
reflect particularly American concerns, priorities, and politics.

1

See Serpa Salenius, Sculptors, Painters, and Italy: Italian Influence on Nineteenth-Century Art, (Padua: Il Prato Edizioni, 2009), 5;
Irma B. Jaffee, The Italian Presence in American Art, 1760-1860, Ed. Jaffee, (New York: Fordham University, 1989) vii; Katherine E.
Manthorne, “Theory and Practice, Leonardo da Vinci’s Importance for American Artists, 1820-1860” in Jaffee, 56, 61; and Paul J.
Staiti, “Compliance and Resistance, Samuel F.B. Morse, Puritan in Arcadia,” in Jaffee, 96-97, 101-102.
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Considering and Reconsidering John Gadsby Chapman in American Art: Past and
Current Scholarship
Coinciding with a decline in interest in early American art, Chapman’s reputation
faded well before the end of the nineteenth century, but his considerable output and
significant influence in the pre-Civil War period merit additional study. Other than brief
catalog entries, little was written about the artist until the mid-twentieth century. Though
favorably included in William Dunlap’s A History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of
Design in the United States (1834) and Henry Tuckerman’s Book of the Artists: American
Artist Life, Comprising Biographical and Critical Sketches of American Artists (1867),
Chapman is usually mentioned as a secondary figure in the mid-nineteenth century
American community in Rome. Interest renewed in the 1960s in a scholarly prelude to
the celebration of the American bicentennial in 1976, and more recent scholarship has
addressed his U.S. Capitol mural, The Baptism of Pocahontas within discussions of the
idealization of Pocahontas as a national symbol (fig. 2).
Georgia Stamm Chamberlain published several short articles on Chapman that
appeared separately in Antiques (1958), The Art Quarterly (1961), and other scholarly
periodicals. After the author’s death, the essays were combined in a single volume,
Studies on John Gadsby Chapman: American Artist 1808-1889, published in 1963. In
1962 William P. Campbell organized an exhibition of seventy works by Chapman for the
National Gallery of Art. The show, John Gadsby Chapman: Painter and Illustrator,
offered a survey of paintings, drawings and prints, documented by a slender thirty-page
catalog. Marilyn Reiff George drew on both scholars’ work to write her 1973 Ohio State
University master’s thesis: John Gadsby Chapman and the Dilemma of an American
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History Painter. George’s paper details the artist’s frustration in his attempts to secure
support for large-scale American historical subjects while struggling with family
problems and mounting debt. Peter C. Marzio analyzed the contributions of Chapman,
alongside those of Rembrandt Peale and John Rubens Smith, in his study The Art
Crusade: An Analysis of American Drawing Manuals, 1820-1860 (1976) which
examined the nineteenth-century social movement to democratize art through printed
instruction.
More recent publications related to Chapman include Ben L. Bassham’s
substantial book on the mostly Civil War military artwork of Chapman’s second son,
Conrad Wise Chapman: Artist & Soldier of the Confederacy (1998), which contains a full
biography of Chapman senior. In the first monograph on Chapman to be published in the
last fifty years, John Gadsby Chapman: America’s First Artist-Etcher; With a Catalogue
of His Italian Etchings (2015), authors Mary K. McGuigan and John F. McGuigan Jr.
examine Chapman’s relationship to nineteenth-century print culture. The book contains
numerous reproductions of high quality.
I developed an interest in Chapman while serving as Registrar for University
Collections at Tulane between 2004 and 2015. His work proved to be intimately tied to
the collection’s nineteenth-century origins. Two Mississippi sisters, Charlotte Bingaman
Linton Surget and Mary Atwell Linton Surget, had donated the core of the collection at
the end of the nineteenth century. Largely inactive and in storage, it had received little to
no professional attention in over twenty years. Moreover, scattered documentation
yielded incomplete, and frequently inaccurate, information. In compiling an updated
inventory, only four works were readily identifiable as paintings by Chapman.
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However, over the course of years, I intently pursued leads in archives and
followed up with relatives of Chapman’s collectors to piece together a history of the
works in the Tulane collection and the life of the artist. My efforts initially culminated
with the discovery of a to-scale copy of the Cumaean Sibyl in a large unmarked crate
forgotten in the basement of a campus residence (fig. 3). Over time, research and
meetings with Surget family descendants have led to the positive identification of the
Sibyl and eleven other works, as paintings by Chapman from his early, mid-career, and
Italian production. (See Appendix p. 99) The finding of a copy of this size and quality
sparked an interest in Chapman that resulted in much of the content of this thesis. This
paper will also confirm the extant nature of Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Desert (in
the collection of St. Mary Basilica, Natchez) thereby returning it and the Tulane
inventory to the corpus of Chapman’s surviving works, making them available to
scholars of American art. Their inclusion supplements a more complete picture of the
struggle to shape national aesthetic ideals. Master copies, history paintings, and portraits
dominated antebellum cultural discourse and these examples by Chapman demonstrate
his early attempts to position himself at the forefront of the national conversation
concerning the nature of fine art production, acquisition and display.

Part One—Chapman in Context
As a young man, like many of his contemporaries, Chapman spent an extended
period both studying and copying the works of Old Masters in Italy. In 1830, after being
away from home for more than a year, he received a letter from Thomas Sully (17831872) that brought advice along with news of mutual acquaintances and prominent
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artists.2 “Stuart” had died leaving his family “quite unprepared for.”3 “Mr. Allston has not
yet finished his long expected picture of the ‘handwriting on the wall’.”4 “Mrs. Peale &
daughter join us regularly at church.”5 The academy [Philadelphia] “is much in debt, and
in a very sickly state” while the prospering American National Academy of Design [New
York] “is better entitled to the name than any other establishment we have in the United
States.” “Cole the landscape painter has gone to England and I predict will be too much
valued there to return to us.”6 Sully also stressed the limitations placed on artists in the
United States by the lack of broad patronage of works beyond portraiture, writing that
“Portraits find purchasers in all classes,” and “Portrait painting is the only brand of the
fine arts that as yet has received support in our country, altho’ I think a taste for the
higher departments has occasionally shown itself.”7 In a gesture of support he offered his
Philadelphia gallery as a venue for Chapman’s master copies.8 Sully’s letter provides a
glimpse of the domestic art scene and his encouragement for the young artist’s interest in
pursuing what he agreed were the “higher departments” of painting. However, Sully’s
letter can also be understood as trying to prepare the ambitious Chapman for the
difficulties associated with such a pursuit. The United States, it seemed, was, perhaps, not
quite ready to appreciate these “higher departments” of painting.
Despite finding limited commissions for history painting in the United States,
Sully, like most American artists continued to hold it in highest regard. Through his
2

Chapman Family Correspondence, 1820-1833, UCSD (FB-363-01), accessed online, Sept. 2015.
Gilbert Stuart, the celebrated portraitist, died on July 9, only five days before Sully’s letter was written. Sully praises Jane Stuart, for
completing her father’s unfinished pictures and financially supporting the family.
4
Sully refers to Washington Allston’s Belshazzar’s Feast, 1817-1843 (unfinished), oil/canvas, 144 x 192 in., Detroit Institute of Arts.
5
Rembrandt Peale made a trip to Italy that coincided with Chapman’s stay. The letter refers to his wife, Eleanor May Short Peale and
one of their nine children.
6
The English-born landscape painter Thomas Cole returned to England, and then Europe, for study between 1829 and 1831.
7
Chapman Family Correspondence, 1820-1833, UCSD (FB-363-01).
8
Sully referenced a painting by Chapman that had been seen by a friend in Washington. He recommended that rather than attempting
to sell it outright that Chapman should exhibit it publicly in several cities. Chapman apparently accepted Sully’s advice and offer.
Probably the copy of Guido Reni’s large Crucifixion of St. Peter listed in Chapman’s Memoranda Book, (p. 13, Nº 75, McGuigan
Collection) the picture was exhibited in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington, New York, and Boston. Current location unknown.
3
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European studies Chapman sought to join Sully and an established group of American
painters who favored the Grand Manner, an idealizing model of style, set by the English
Royal Academy. He followed artists who struggled to bring forth an authentic national
voice that combined this European epic tradition with American historical subjects and
concerns. The taste for history painting in the eighteenth century gradually yielded to a
preference for landscapes in the nineteenth, and the desire to record prosperity fed a
market for portraiture that trumped both.9 Lacking an audience for original historical
painting, the majority of American artists turned to portrait painting and the production of
Old Master copies to find paying work. Sully, Charles Bird King (1785-1862), and
Samuel F. B. Morse (1791-1872) all influenced the younger Chapman’s development,
through direct instruction, career advice, or example.10 Part One demonstrates how
Chapman followed their lead in his attempts to create an audience for his pictures.
Moreover, as a result of limited access to public collections and a general absence of art
schools, the nation’s art material either needed to be produced at home (often by poorly
trained artists) or imported from across the Atlantic. Artists and would-be collectors
traveled, in increasingly substantial numbers, to Europe, returning with a few original
works but most commonly with copies of Old Masters. Some, including Morse and King,
created spaces for public viewing and cultivating Americans’ appreciation for art, and
Chapman took advantage of such opportunities to show his work.
While much of Part One reflects the influences of Virginia society from whence
Chapman hailed, it also provides a broader description of early collecting in the
Mississippi Delta where Chapman’s early and most ardent sponsor, Virginia-born cotton
9

Marilyn Reiff George, John Gadsby Chapman and the Dilemma of an American History Painter, M.A. thesis, Ohio State
University, (Columbus: 1973), 8.
10
All three artists studied at the Royal Academy, Sully and King under Benjamin West, and Morse under Washington Allston.
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factor John Augustine Linton (1786-1834), made his home. Three Chapman paintings—
Cumaean Sibyl (an 1828 copy after Domenichino), Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the
Desert (1830), and Portrait of James Madison (1833)—receive examination in the
context of southern production and collecting (figs. 1, 3, and 4). Though produced in
Rome and Alexandria, all three were destined for Linton’s private collection. This
southwestward relocation, as well as the forced movement of collections during the Civil
War, helped to insure the paintings’ near-disappearance from the historical record. With
Linton and other prominent individual Mississippi Delta collectors as examples, I show
how artists and patrons—all with ties to the East Coast—worked cooperatively to foster
cultural development in the region.11 This network of operations allowed for the
circulation of pictures by Chapman and his contemporaries into far reaching areas of a
rapidly expanding United States.
Engaging with the scholarship of Maurie McGinnis on Charleston and Jason
Busch on Natchez, the chapter demonstrates that tastes in the South were similar to those
of the North, but that active collecting—from Charleston to New Orleans and the
Mississippi Delta—was largely fueled by the financial success produced by an agrarian
economy dependent on slavery. One might assume that devastation from the war
combined with the abolition of slavery resulted in the demise of collections assembled in
the pre-war period. In fact, while the war effectively did halt collecting, it should be
noted that several of the ventures described in this section failed for economic reasons
before the 1860s.

11

As a point of reference, ten states (including: Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Alabama, and Arkansas) all joined the Union
between 1800 and 1840.
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Part Two—Revising the Old World to Fit the New: Race, Gender, Slavery, and The Case
of Hagar & Ishmael
The three previously mentioned paintings preceded Chapman’s most notable
career achievement, The Baptism of Pocahontas (1840), a mural completed by the artist
for the rotunda of the United States Capitol building whose choice of subject laid claim to
Virginia’s primacy in the founding of the American nation. His only major commission
for a history painting, it evoked a mixed response from critics but found general favor
with the public. Jessie Poesch aptly describes the picture as a forced attempt “intended to
translate the nation’s history into visual epic.”12 Given the recent decision to place an
image of Harriet Tubman on the twenty-dollar bill in 2020, it should be noted that she
follows Chapman’s Pocahontas, the first real woman to be pictured on U.S. currency. An
engraved version of the artist’s Baptism graced the reverse side of a national bank note in
1865 (fig 5).13 The picture’s most striking element, the Indian maiden’s stark white dress,
prompts an extended discussion of this and other early Chapman works with regard to
race, religion, and regionalism in the increasingly contentious pre-Civil War period.
While not addressing slavery directly, in addition to the Indian Pocahontas,
Chapman used biblical female subjects such as Hagar and Ruth and Naomi to reinforce
Southern ideologies dependent on established racial and religious hierarchies. Hagar and
Ishmael Fainting in the Desert, arguably Chapman’s second most significant history
painting, offers insight into our understanding of the Pocahontas mural. A focused study
of Chapman’s depiction of Hagar and Ishmael, within the framework of antebellum
12
Jessie Poesch, Art of the Old South, (New York: Knopf, 1983) 280. Poesch held the same view of all of the eight murals
commissioned for the Capitol Rotunda.
13
The first woman featured on American currency was Lucy Holcombe Pickens who appeared on a Confederate States of America
bill in 1862. Martha Washington was the second and only other woman on U.S. paper currency. Her portrait by Gilbert Stuart
embellished a one-dollar bill in 1896. Various web sources including: http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/new-10-bills-willfeature-womans-portrait-first-time-100-years/.
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politics, demonstrates the adaptability of Hagar as a subject that allowed a range of
American artists to explore the theme with surprisingly different objectives. Part Two
examines multiple uses of the tragic subject as created by Chapman and his nineteenthcentury contemporaries that included Edmonia Lewis and Edward Rimmer as a case
study in how American artists reinvented canonical subjects of Western art to speak to
the particular cultural and political concerns of the young nation.

10

Part One: Chapman in Context
Early Life and Study Abroad
Overview
John Gadsby Chapman benefited from early attempts by late-eighteenth-century
American artists to both cultivate and shape a national audience for the arts and, in some
cases, to create training programs for professional practice. He followed a course set by
Washington Allston, Charles Willson Peale, Gilbert Stuart, and Thomas Sully to emerge
as a significant voice among a second wave of artists who shaped cultural discourse in
the antebellum period. Chapman’s early master copies celebrated the stature of European
precedents, and although he was unable to circumnavigate a national ambivalence toward
history painting, his vast corpus of artworks—including portraits of notable Americans,
landscape views of East Coast cities, paintings of historic sites, and vernacular
illustrational imagery—gave visual expression to an evolving national character.
Chapman’s largely piecemeal education consisted of a collection of significant
interactions with a handful of established artists (such as Charles Bird King, Sully, and
Samuel Finley Breese Morse), some drawing from casts and the model, and the copying
of master works. While participating in life drawing classes at the English Academy in
Rome, the artist painted his first major original picture, Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in
the Desert. In this dramatic biblical scene, that includes two life-size figures in a rocky
landscape, Chapman declared both his association with established Western cultural
tradition as well as the adoption of the exiled Hagar as a symbol of an America cast off
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from England. Reproduced in Europe and exhibited in cities along the east coast of the
United States the painting was earmarked for the New Orleans collection of John Linton,
the sponsor of Chapman’s European studies.
In the decade that followed he exhibited and sold his Old Master copies, satisfied
numerous portraits commissions for Southern elites, and created studies for historical
works—that for him symbolized the apex of painting in America, but that generated little
interest among buyers. Chapman lamented the lack of support for history painting
echoing the frustrations generally experienced by even his more established American
contemporaries. The failure of ambitious artistic projects by Chapman’s peers indicates
the general lack of support for Grand Manner painting in the early American republic and
provides a context for what would be the artist’s primary competitive achievement in the
genre, an 1836 mural commission for the U. S. Capitol Rotunda, the Baptism of
Pocahontas (installed 1840).
Chapman had spent his youth near the center of national government in the newly
formed District of Columbia, and his family’s association with George Washington and
other prominent Virginians later provided a network of positive emotional and political
support (as well as numerous portrait commissions).14 Chapman campaigned for the
Capitol project and won it with the help of social and political connections; however,
while he succeeded in securing one of the prestigious government contracts, it did not
insure continuing success in that vein. An examination of Chapman’s early personal
connections illuminates the development of the artist’s southern clientele base and the
corresponding machinery that moved his early pictures across the Atlantic, along the East
14

Ben L. Bassham, Conrad Wise Chapman: Artist and Soldier of the Confederacy, (Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1998) 2-4.
Additional sources for early biographical information include Georgia Stamm Chamberlain, Studies on John Gadsby Chapman,
(Alexandria, VA: 1963) and William P. Campbell, John Gadsby Chapman, exhibition catalog, National Gallery of Art (Washington,
DC: 1962)
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Coast, and into the Deep South, and the trajectory of his early career reflects the
conversations about the relationship between the European canon and the American art
that dominated his day.

Chapman’s Virginia: A Foundation for Success
Chapman’s immediate family resided in Alexandria, (a part of the District of
Columbia from 1791 to 1846). Though he grew up in close proximity to the city of
Washington, as the nation moved toward regional divide that culminated in civil war,
Chapman’s closest ties would prove stronger to Virginia. Alexandria occupied a difficult
geographic position both as a suburb of the capital and a center of slave trade in the upper
South.15 Chapman’s father, Charles Thomas Chapman, a prominent businessman, served
as cashier of the Union Bank and his mother Sarah Margaret Gadsby was the daughter of
John Gadsby (1766-1844), turn-of-the-century proprietor of the landmark Gadsby's
Tavern, a symbol of Southern hospitality frequented by prominent gentlemen that
included Presidents Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe.16 Gadsby
backed his grandson’s career with purchases of pictures that included copies of works by
Murillo and Titian.17 Later in 1827 Chapman’s grandfather founded the National Hotel,
an equally significant center of socio-political life, especially for Southerners, in the
capital on Pennsylvania Avenue. Gadsby’s hotels were involved in the slave trade and at

15
The growth of antislavery sympathies in Washington threatened Alexandria’s economic interests and led to its formal separation
from the District of Columbia in 1846.
16
Bassham, 2-3. Chapman’s portrait of his grandfather (1840) is in the collection of the Gadsby Tavern Museum.
17
Chapman Memoranda Book, N° 90 and N° 111, p. 16 and 20.
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his home, on H Street within sight of the White House, his own bonded servants’ quarters
housed two such families.18
Young Chapman attended Alexandria Academy with Lorenzo Lewis (son of
Eleanor Parke Custis Lewis)19 and sons of other well-to-do citizens.20 Robert E. Lee
attended the school between 1820-1823.21 Friendships with the Lee and Custis families
would lead to portrait commissions and access to historical sites associated with George
Washington that Chapman would document pictorially in the 1830s.22 His family enjoyed
the trappings of comfortable middle-class life that included a library decorated with prints
and a general interest in the arts, and his parents entertained such notable painters as John
Trumbull, Rembrandt Peale, and Charles Bird King. George Cooke (1793-1849), a
family relation who had artistic aspirations provided lessons that sparked Chapman’s
early interest in painting, and Chapman’s parents supported his artistic development by
constructing a studio for him adjacent to their house.23

Charles Bird King in the New Capitol: The Possibility of an American Art
Both Cooke and Chapman received instruction from Charles Bird King, himself a
student of the highly influential Benjamin West in London. King and friends Washington
Allston and Thomas Sully had studied in England during the same period, and they
followed in the footsteps of other American artists, such as Charles Wilson Peale,
18
Slave Quarters at Decatur House, White House Historical Association & National Trust for Historic Preservation, website:
(https://www.white househistory.org/slave-quarters-at-decatur-house) accessed March 2016. Though visible from the street the slave
quarters’ doors opened only into an interior courtyard, keeping its inhabitants and their activities out of sight.
19
Nelly Custis Lewis was the granddaughter of Martha Washington and at different periods, a resident of Mt. Vernon.
20
William P. Campbell, John Gadsby Chapman, Painter and Illustrator, National Gallery of Art, (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution 1962) 7.
21
William Severain, Alexandria Academy, Washington’s Mt. Vernon (website), Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, accessed online
January, 2016. (http://www.mountvernon.org/digital-encyclopedia/article/alexandria-academy/)
22
Robert S. Tilton, Pocahontas: the Evolution of an American Narrative, Cambridge University Press,1994, 102.
23
John F. McGuigan, Jr. and Mary K. McGuigan. John Gadsby Chapman: America’s First Artist-Etcher, (Harpswell, Maine: Arcady
Editions, 2015) 3. Marilyn Reiff George, John Gadsby Chapman and the Dilemma of an American History Painter, M.A. thesis, Ohio
State University, (Columbus: 1973), 9.
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William Dunlap, John Trumbull, and Gilbert Stuart, who had similar formative
experiences. Charging admission fees for gallery exhibition was common in London, and
many of the artists who studied there, including King (in 1824), attempted to transfer the
practice to America, including King who opened “King’s Gallery of Paintings” in the
capital in 1824.24
In 1818, when King eventually settled in Washington, he became the first
portraitist to take up permanent residence in the capital.25 Though smaller and less
culturally rich than more established cities of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, it offered
patronage opportunities and little competition.26 Best known for his portraits of notable
Native American subjects, King executed the series through a commission given by the
federal government in the early 1820s. Tragically, a fire at the Smithsonian destroyed a
majority of the portraits in 1865. Less well known, and recently brought to light by
scholar Rowena Houghton Dasch, his District of Columbia exhibition space, “King’s
Gallery of Paintings” (open 1824-1845, in use until-1861) made significant contributions
to the conversation surrounding the course of American art and representations of
national identity.27
Almost forty years earlier (1786), Philadelphian Charles Willson Peale (17411827) had founded the “Repository for Natural Curiosities,” signaling the emergence of
“the museum” in the late 1700s as an institution of the early republic.28 Blurring divisions
between art, science, theater, and anthropology—his gallery placed specimens from
nature alongside human portraits in hierarchical gridded displays. He sought to illustrate
24
Rowena Houghton Dasch. “Now Exhibiting:” Charles Bird King’s Picture Gallery, Fashioning American Taste and Nation 18241861. University of Texas, Austin, 2012, 2-3.
25
Dasch, 7-8 and 52. Gilbert Stuart maintained a studio/gallery in the city for about a year and a half between 1803 and 1805.
26
Dasch, 10.
27
Dasch, 1-2 and 136.
28
The Musée du Louvre opened a few years later in 1793.
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a divine purpose in the harmonious ordering of the material world that could be studied
and transferred to an evolving post-revolutionary society.29 Peale’s system emphasized a
basic rule, that in order for a growing democracy to flourish, individuals should willingly
obey the dictates of an existing social order that ranked them according to race, sex, and
socioeconomic standing.30 In a large-scale self-portrait, The Artist in His Museum (1822),
Peale portrayed himself as a showman, dramatically lifting a gold-tasseled curtain to
reveal his vast collection but also referenced the civic aspect of his project by including
several small figures of visitors wandering the gallery and studying the exhibits (fig. 6).
In the early 1800s, King spent a brief period in Philadelphia and actually
associated with Peale in the later creation of an institution that would provide a more
direct antecedent to his Washington gallery. At this time, Peale was spearheading the
formation of the pioneering Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and institution that
had a dual mission both to teach as well as collect and exhibit (primarily) American art,31
and King became an original member of the academy when it opened in 1806.32
Influenced by the experience, King’s later Washington gallery reflected a growing trend
toward the separation of the arts from the sciences and efforts to stimulate public
aestheticism.
When King’s two-story, skylight-lit picture gallery opened to the public in 1824,
it provided an accessible visual experience that was unique in Washington at the time.
His focus on the visual arts differed from other public exhibition spaces across the
country, such as Peale’s Museum in Philadelphia and his son, Rembrandt Peale’s
29
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Baltimore Museum and Gallery of Fine Arts (founded 1814), both of which included
natural history, technology, and medical or scientific curiosities.33 As a visitor to King’s
Washington gallery, the young Chapman would have encountered both a large number of
paintings and a great variety of subjects that included (by King’s own hand) fine copies
of European works as well as the distinctive portraits of Native Americans.34 King
displayed his original works interspersed with copies after Sir Joshua Reynolds, George
Romney, Titian, Guido Reni, Raphael, and Claude Lorrain.35 Dasch posits that the artist
through his gallery, exhibiting well over two hundred pictures by his own hand (including
trompe l’oeil and genre works, still lifes and portraits), “formed an introduction to
European styles and subjects that prepared King’s American audience to understand his
original compositions and by extension to contemplate the possibility of an American
art.”36
Notable not only for its longevity and unique profile, King’s gallery provided a
locus for artistic exchanges within the geographically centered seat of government and
the particular visitors it attracted.37 While Washington lacked a resident artist community,
the gallery attracted many of King’s colleagues when they visited the City.38 King
mounted several single-picture temporary exhibitions by other artists that included his
former student Cooke’s copy of the Wreck of the Medusa by Gericault, presented in 1835,
and Thomas Sully’s portrait of Queen Victoria, in 1840.39 This support for history
painting reflected the artist’s training in England and the painting priorities that such
33
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painting encouraged.40 These traveling “big picture” exhibitions allowed for the
circulation of dramatic viewing spectacles in larger cities across the country.
King’s prominent display of portraits of American Indians (painted ad vivum)
such as Sharitarish [Wicked Chief], Pawnee (1822) alongside those of politicians,
businessmen, and society figures created an expansive view of national identity (although
government policy resisted this inclusive view of the native populations until granting
them U.S. citizenship in 1924) (fig. 7).41 The evocative Indian portraits must have
affected Chapman’s choice of a mural subject in the following decade. While working on
the Baptism Chapman arranged for the display of King’s classic composite portrait,
Young Omahaw, War Eagle, Little Missouri, and Pawnees (1821) at the National
Academy of Design in 1838.42 Although his own compilation of original drawings—
copies made from the Masters, and sketches from the work of contemporaries—would
take a different form (as graphic illustrations in his American Drawing Book published in
1847) the notion that an artist could produce and arrange, in exhibition form, a large body
of master copies and original American subjects would offer a formative conceptual
experience for Chapman.

The Patronage of John Linton
Although his early interest in drawing and painting would ultimately prevail,
Chapman’s father encouraged him to pursue law, and the young Chapman would at least
attempt to please his father before following his own interests. He left to study law in
40
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Wincester in 1826 and there made friends of fellow students Henry Alexander Wise and
David Holmes Conrad. Wise eventually became a congressman, governor, and
Confederate general while Conrad practiced law. Although Chapman quickly dropped
out of school, he maintained the social connections and eventually even named his
second surviving son, Conrad Wise, after the two men.43 Significantly, the first, he named
after the Virginia-born, Louisiana cotton broker who would become his primary patron,
John Linton.44
Despite his hopes for Chapman’s legal career, Chapman’s father realized his son’s
commitment to the pursuit of painting, and, in 1827 he sought a wealthy benefactor who
might finance the aspiring artist’s development. John Linton, a Virginia native who had
amassed a fortune in Natchez and New Orleans through the international cotton trade,
proved a likely candidate.45 The two men must have been relatively close as the young
Chapman later sent a portrait of his father to both Linton in New Orleans (and also to
another New Orleans friend, Nathaniel Cox). Linton became the young artist’s primary
supporter for the next eight years. Later in 1827 Chapman produced his first picture for
Linton, a copy made from a print of Village Politicians, a genre tavern scene by Scottish
painter David Wilkie (fig. 8).46 The well-executed copy of a complex composition that
included fourteen active figures and two dogs must have reinforced the patron’s belief in
his investment as Linton agreed to support Chapman’s study abroad if he would first
apprentice with Thomas Sully in Philadelphia. Sully passed the student on to Naples-born
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drawing master Pietro Ancora (1780-1844),47 who likely encouraged his student to travel
to Italy.48 Chapman received five months of instruction from Ancora while also drawing
from casts in the Philadelphia Academy. However, his memoranda book notes that the
academy denied him permission to paint in its galleries.49 Neil Harris contends that the
Academy generally treated artists with condescension and disrespect. He cites an 1828
petition, signed by twenty-seven artists, which protested their “treatment as menials” by
the Academy.50 While Chapman’s own comments fail to identify a reason for the refusal,
he offers “ . . . however I felt hurt at the time, I thank them for their unkindness for it
drove me to Italy.” Despite this rejection from the academy, he continued to count Sully
among his supporters as he notes, “At the insistence of Mr. Sully I wrote to Mr. Linton
with regard to my going to Europe without delay.” Linton responded favorably to
Chapman’s appeal, providing a stipend that allowed the nineteen-year-old artist to depart
New York for France on July 15, 1828.51

Study Abroad: Master Copies, Etchings, and an Original History Painting
With Linton’s financial backing, for more than two years Chapman joined the
coterie of American artists living in Florence and Rome. He traveled as far as Venice and
Naples during his Italian sojourn and his detailed memoranda book lists the production of
numerous studies and copies. Despite Sully’s recommendation that he make quick sketches
that would focus on color and tone, Chapman frequently attempted large-scale complete
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copies.52 In an era before the advent of photographic reproduction some Americans might
have been familiar with masterworks through engraved translations, but Chapman
apparently hoped that painted copies, especially those in large format, had the potential to
generate greater excitement. Chapman’s notations on the exhibition history of a single
work demonstrate the potential of one painting to reach a geographically broad range of
viewers. Painted in early 1829, his ambitious, to-scale copy of Guido Reni’s
Caravaggesque Crucifixion of St Peter (Vatican Museums) would later be exhibited in the
Baltimore Museum (1832?), Sully & Earle’s Philadelphia gallery (c. 1832/33), twice in
Washington City (1831 and 1834), in New York at the American Academy of Design
(1836), and at the Boston Athenæum (1837).53 While master copies generally lost their
cachet by the end of the century, in the antebellum period they provided crucial visual
information and experiences that contributed to the gradual enlightenment of the American
public.

Samuel F. B. Morse’s Distinctly American Gallery at the Louvre
While in Italy, Chapman traveled and worked alongside the painter and inventor
Samuel Finley Breese Morse who had recently helped found the National Academy of
Design in New York (1826) and before that had participated in the establishment of the
short-lived South Carolina Academy of the Fine Arts in Charleston (1821-1829).54 Trained
under the esteemed artists Washington Allston and Benjamin West,55 Morse exemplified
trends among his professional contemporaries toward active participation in the shaping of
52
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professional standards, as well as a growing awareness of the position of artists in relation
to a greater historical canon.56 He hoped to build on the civic interests and wealth of the
Charleston community as well as stimulate popular appeal for pictures produced by its
active professional community of artists that included John Wesley Jarvis, Benjamin Trott,
Alvin Fisher, and Charles Fraser.57
Morse reckoned that a healthy future for American art depended on the creation of
artist-controlled academies that would foster domestic talent while providing opportunities
for exhibition and income. The Academy’s most popular exhibits reflected eighteenthcentury English preferences for Flemish, Dutch, and Italian schools while the works of
local artists garnered limited enthusiasm.58 The South Carolina Academy failed in part
because Charlestonians viewed their society as a direct extension of European aristocracy
and the cultural heritage that accompanied it.59 Morse viewed that heritage from a different
perspective, one that insisted on the naturalization of imported influences and the
modernization artistic practice. His models, the seventeenth-century European academies,
stressed the replication of master works as a primary educational tool, but he filtered these
lessons through a distinctly American lens.60 Between 1829 and 1831, Morse traveled
through England, Italy, and France with the goal of further refining his political and
aesthetic ideals,61 and in Rome he crossed paths with Chapman.
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Chapman, who had busied himself with life drawing at the British Academy and
mastering the technique of etching,62 accompanied Morse on two lengthy sketching
excursions in the spring and summer of 1830.63 On the first, they traveled by donkey
through the countryside around Tivoli, Subiaco, and Vicovara, with the English artists
Andrew Geddes and Samuel Bellin. On the second junket, Chapman, Morse, and Bellin
traveled southward to Naples, Capri, and Amalfi.64 Morse, who was preoccupied with how
best to employ the examples of European masterworks in his teaching, would almost
certainly have shared his ideas and talents with the young artist. In addition to refining his
ideas about teaching, Morse hoped this focused period of study would better position him
for one of four commissions planned for the U.S. Capitol building.65 He failed in the
attempt, but his influence may have propelled his young traveling companion to compete
for the same commission. Morse’s Chapel of the Virgin at Subiaco (now in the Worcester
Art Museum) dates from sketches made on this trip, while a painting by Chapman executed
forty years later bears a similar figure-to-altar relationship (figs. 9 and 10).66
At the culmination of his journey Morse traveled to Paris where he copied
numerous masterworks for later compilation in the Gallery in the Louvre. Intended to
influence the public, Morse’s monumental fictive museum re-installation, Gallery in the
Louvre (1831-1833) (fig. 11) included copies of thirty-paintings and two sculptures with
himself represented as an instructor in the center of the composition. By placing himself
at the heart of the picture, Morse laid claim to inherit, like America in general, all of the
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Western traditions.67 Other figures in the picture represent American visitors to the
museum,68 thereby reinforcing this assertion. Morse transformed the stereotype of the
aristocratic gallery genre picture into what art historian Paul J. Staiti describes as an
“image of bourgeois education.”69 He hoped that in the near future artists would have
access to master works in the U. S. from which to study, rather than being forced to travel
to Europe.70
Morse chose works that were frequently copied and studied such as Correggio’s
Mystic Marriage of Saint Catherine, Titian’s Entombment, Leonardo’s Mona Lisa,
Murillo’s Immaculate Conception, and Veronese’s massive Wedding Feast at Cana (in
partial view on the left). The manner of ordering and arrangement of museum collections
was in flux during the period.71 As described earlier, Charles Wilson Peale attempted to
reinforce social order through his hierarchical displays of animal taxidermy and portraits
of American notables. The son of a Calvinist minister, Morse also held strong opinions
regarding the preservation of existing social hierarchies dominated by Protestant belief.
His essay “An Argument on the Ethical Position of Slavery” (1863), for instance,
defended the institution as perfectly conformed “to the Divine plan of the Social
System.”72
Aside from providing copies of works rarely seen in the U.S., Morse had
additional formal and political goals for the Gallery in the Louvre. An anti-Catholic, he
grew increasingly concerned about importing Rome’s negative influence through its
67
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religious pictures. In a recorded toast, he referred to Americans traveling abroad as “bees
from a common hive…roam[ing] among poisonous flowers”.73 By focusing on aesthetic
concerns Morse sought to lessen the impact of conspicuously Catholic subjects.74 Nudity
and monarchs are also subjugated to formal concerns. He mixed artists, schools, and
genres. American Art historian Rachel Delue views his process as similar to Peale’s,
referring to his selection of “specimens” from all over the museum to include in a single
picture, with himself at the center.75 Employing his system of “connexion,” works are
placed in proximity, not by date or nationality, but by formal similarities and
interrelationships, not unlike a natural history museum.76 Morse picture reflects an
attempt to apply American Anglo-protestant ideals to canonical art historical material.
Delue notes that “Morse fabricated in order to convey what he understood to be
the truth,” distinguishing between “mechanical” and “intellectual” imitation, the former
relying on technical skills, and the latter on the perception of principles, genius and
mental cultivation.77 The grouping of works based on formal teaching concerns was
intended to inspire and educate audiences at home. Contemporary practice called for
artists to grasp a growing encyclopedia of historical artistic material that a museum like
the Louvre might provide.78 Morse, with his goal of cultural independence, hoped the
picture might stimulate interest in the creation of a national collection at home,79 but
while the painting garnered critical praise, it failed to attract a sizable public. Frustrated
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after its poor reception and his subsequent inability to obtain one of the four Rotunda
commissions, he gave up painting to become an inventor.

An American in Rome
During the expeditions with Morse, Chapman fell in love with the Roman
campagna. He decided to move permanently to Rome in 1849, and Italian landscape views
would constitute a substantial amount of his output in later years. Over the course of his
European sojourn, he vigorously produced copies after Rubens, Salvatore Rosa, Titian, and
others. In this, Chapman's efforts typified those of other American artists who often had
commissions to create copies of Old Masters for their clients or for exhibition at home.80
However, Chapman’s output followed a different model. Chapman received only one direct
commission during his studies in Italy; therefore, he generally painted what he liked and
attempted to sell it later. 81 Clearly the large size and finished qualities of the Crucifixion of
St Peter, Cumaean Sibyl, and Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Desert indicate that
Chapman viewed them as demonstration pieces that would prove his abilities and attract
attention at home.
The writer James Fenimore Cooper met Chapman in the papal city and
commissioned a copy of Guido Reni’s Aurora.82 William Dunlap, writing in his History of
the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the United States (1834), cited the Aurora as
evidence of Chapman’s superior copying skills, exceeded only by those of Morse and
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Robert Weir.83 Additionally Dunlap documented other notable products of his Italian
sojourn including copies of Titian’s Flora and a Murillo Madonna and Child in the
possession of John Gadsby. He also commented favorably on two works in the collection
of the Boston Athenæum, a portrait of Horatio Greenough84 and a copy of Gabriël Metzu’s
Woman Tuning a Guitar (fig. 12).85 Finely executed, the Metzu copy anticipates
Chapman’s prolonged interest in genre subjects that would characterize the light-hearted
mood of much of his later work in illustration as well as his Italian peasant pictures.
Large works entered collections in New Orleans soon after their production. A copy
of Domenichino’s Cumaean Sibyl and the aforementioned Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in
the Desert appeared in Linton’s collection after being exhibited on the East Coast.86
Domenichino painted several copies and variations of the Cumaean Sibyl. Chapman
replicated an early version, from the Borghese Palace, whose popularity with nineteenthcentury artists resulted in numerous extant copies.87 Its appeal to nineteenth-century
American tastes reflects a desire to capture the sweetness associated with Domenichino but
also with Guido Reni and Raphael as well. The Sybil’s prophecies foretold the coming of a
messiah and her image found acceptance in Christian iconography, notably among
Michelangelo’s subjects for the Sistine Chapel ceiling. Chapman may have been attracted
to the stylized treatment of the Sibyl’s oval face and gesturing hands. Similar to Sully’s
approach to painting the figure, these features would become characteristic of Chapman’s
83
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mature figurative work. The repeated scrolling elements of rolled sheet music, the neck of
the viola da gamba, trailing vinery, and the voluminous drapery encircling both arms, may
also have held special appeal. Chapman’s graphic works are frequently embellished with
similar ornamentation and his monogram, three entwined initials, employs a calligraphic
serpentine flourish. In any case, the picture’s complex details provided rich material for
study and an opportunity to display newly acquired technical skills.
Perhaps after Chapman had already done so, Thomas Sully encouraged him to
associate with English artists in Rome. In a letter to Chapman (1830) he suggested, “You
will find their large style well calculated to guard you against the minute detail manner of
the modern Italians.”88 Whether on Sully’s advice or on his own volition Chapman enrolled
in life classes at the British Academy, and worked alongside William Turner, Andrew
Geddes, Penry Williams, John Gibson, and Sir Charles Lock Eastlake.89
Eastlake (British, 1793-1865), already an established artist, had resided in Rome for
over a decade.90 He also created a painting of Hagar and Ishmael in 1830, and the work
elicits a thought provoking comparison to Chapman’s picture on the same theme (fig. 13).
Eastlake’s smaller picture (23 x 20 in.) possesses a strikingly similar overall design, though
contemporaneous references describe both works as original. As in the Chapman picture,
Hagar and Ishmael rest on rocks that support pyramidal compositions. In both
representations Hagar gazes upward, with her lips parted, and her head resting on her left
hand as she holds her son’s left hand in her right. All the figures in both compositions have
bared shoulders. Without further study, it is impossible to argue the case of influence or
which painting preceded the other. John McGuigan suggests three possibilities: several
88
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artists might have approached the subject in friendly competition, the Academy’s life class
may have arranged a pose reflective of the theme, or that Chapman may have been invited
to draw from shared models in Eastlake’s studio.91 Regardless of the source of the
similarities between the two artists final works, Chapman’s notebook records an earlier
interest in the theme. He made a “small” copy of a Pier Francesco Mola’s Hagar and
Ishmael, earlier in the year.
It was Chapman’s bigger treatment of the theme, characteristic of his interest in
making large-scale works, that prompted a sizable response. Unlike the established
Eastlake’s smaller picture, Chapman’s Hagar and Ishmael constitutes the work of an
ambitious young American painter eager to make a name for himself. Self-described as his
first attempt at life size figures in an original composition,92 Chapman’s Hagar and Ishmael
Fainting in the Desert signified the first major picture of the artist’s career. The young
artist could not have expected a better reception. The painting already destined for John
Linton’s collection, received notable citation and acclaim in three important publications.
An engraved version appeared, in the same year, in the Giornale de belle arti ossia
pubblicazione mensuale della migliore opere degli artisti moderni Roma (fig. 14). Later
that year, after viewing the work in Alexandria, English author and social critic Frances
Trollope praised it in her sensational and widely read travel book Domestic Manners of the
Americans (1832) calling it “the best picture by an American artist that I met with” (261).
Importantly, her commendation of the painting contrasted with her generally acerbic
commentary on the state of American art. 93 She lamented a lack of patronage and “the
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entire absence of every means of improvement, and effectual study” as reasons for its
inferior state. In addition to Trollope’s commentary, William Dunlap included Chapman in
his groundbreaking A History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the United
States (1834) and mentioned Hagar and Ishmael as the first American picture to be
engraved in Italy.94 Chapman’s decision to produce large-scale finished works (of his own
choosing) while in Europe achieved decidedly successful results. Unfortunately, he would
be unable to consistently maintain that level of production upon returning to America.
Hagar and Ishmael foreshadowed other symbolic representations of women that
bear related themes. In it Chapman began to attach symbolic relationships between
emerging American ideals and historical female figures, an idea that receives more
substantial treatment in Part Two. The Baptism of Pocahontas (1837-1840), Ruth and
Naomi (1855), and a second Hagar and Ishmael (1853) also feature non-European
women in mixed unions that submit to an ordained social order (figs. 15 and 16). An
American Indian, a Moabite, and an Egyptian, yield to a higher power in representations
of Christian lineage and a justification for Manifest Destiny. In these works, Chapman’s
female subjects follow the dictates of the Cult of True Womanhood—increasingly
prevalent in the antebellum South—that women should willingly embrace the ideals of
submissiveness, domesticity, piety, and purity.95
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Homecoming
“. . . I cannot forbear a remark on the question of the expediency of an
Artist’s studying his profession in Europe. However desirable this course
may appear on many accounts, especially in its influence on his own real
improvement, it is attended with many and peculiar trials to him who
returns to practice his profession at home. Unless he possesses great
firmness of nerve, great self-denial, and a share of public spirit that
belongs to few individuals in any class of society, he will scarcely be
saved from misanthropic seclusion and despair.” Samuel F. B. Morse,
Academies of Art: A Discourse, (1827).
In early 1831 Chapman departed Rome to spend six weeks in Florence where
Morse, Thomas Cole, John Gore, John Cranch, and Horatio Greenough were in residence.96
Later the same year, following his sojourn in Florence, Chapman continued his travels with
Bellin. The two visited Bologna, Venice, Genoa, and Milan before Chapman joined George
Cook and his wife in Paris.97 After two years abroad Chapman returned home with Cook,
sailing from France on the Helvetia in August 1831. The two artists remained close.
Several years later, Cooke’s daughter would pose for the figure of Pocahontas in
Chapman’s U.S. Capitol mural,98 and Cooke would exhibit Chapman’s pictures when he
opened a gallery in New Orleans in 1844.
Chapman busied himself with activities that reflected his position as professional
painter. His exhibition of Old Master copies in Alexandria attracted prestigious portrait
sitters that included folk hero Congressman David (Davy) Crockett, former president James
Madison, Mrs. John Augustine (Jane C.) Washington, Maria Washington, Hannah Lee
Washington, and the actress Frances Denny Drake. Exhibitions followed in New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, and Richmond.99 He also produced an accomplished self96
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portrait, perhaps as a requirement for his membership in the National Academy of Design
in 1832 (fig. 17).100
Chapman’s European studies and his associations with established English and
American artists reinforced the ideals of history painting as the highest form of art. With
his Continental experiences to guide him he set out to chronicle the story of Virginia in a
series of representations of historical events and sites. He chose nine historical landmarks,
all related to the person of George Washington including his tomb, the residence of
Washington’s mother in Fredericksburg, the Pohick Episcopal Church, views of Yorktown,
and Mt. Vernon.101 In 1835 he exhibited seven pictures from the series at the National
Academy of Design in New York and James Kirke Paulding reproduced the series, as
engraved illustrations, in his The Life of Washington (1835). As a result, the artist achieved
recognition as a leading figure in the resurgent of interest in George Washington that
occurred around the centennial of the first president’s birth in 1832.102 Extoling the beauty
of the Virginia terrain, Chapman’s views also reveal a talent in rendering landscape, a
feature that characterized much of his late work in Italy.
Despite his preference for historical subject matter and his success in exhibiting the
Washington series the young painter, like most artists of his generation, found limited
opportunities as a history painter. Early success came from portraiture and his ready access
to many prominent citizens of Virginia and Washington City. One of these, Jane C.
Washington (Mrs. John Augustine Washington) led an anxious existence as the last
resident of Mt. Vernon. In a difficult position, Jane Washington found herself caught
between preserving the estate described in an essay devoted to her as the “the most
100
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hallowed ground in antebellum America”103 and responding to patriotic calls to establish it
as a national monument. In Jane C. Washington and Her Family (1834), Chapman
portrayed the recently widowed current matron of Mt. Vernon as a sober mother gathering
her children closely around her (fig. 18). The viewer interrupts a warm domestic gathering
beset with an air of poised reflection. Dressed in a somber black dress, white bonnet, and
ruffed collar that indicate a middle period of mourning, a seated Mrs. Washington leafs
through an album (possibly a song book). The mother’s calm resolve, echoed by a central
column that boldly divides the composition, anchors the figures of her children within a
domestic interior world decorated with visual elements reflective of cultural refinement and
relaxation.
Two of the children peer out at the viewer. The daughter, Anna Maria, dressed in a
floral satin gown stands on her mother’s right. Her half-smile, serenely acknowledges the
viewer with a direct self-assured glance, and her stance—with left foot dressed in a satin
slipper—points forward creating an elegant, if slightly unnatural vertical line. Her youthful
décolletage and bell shaped skirt decorated with flowers and vinery provide the only
moment of vitality in an otherwise staid composition. One hand rests on the back of her
mother’s chair while the other supports a lyre guitar, a popular parlor instrument of the
Federal period whose shape evokes classical values.104 The youngest son, Richard
Blackburn, bows his head and examines the viewer with suspicion. The older boys wear
black suits with white collars. The eldest, John Augustine, stands to the right with his left
hand resting protectively on the youngest boy’s shoulder. He gazes outward beyond the
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group. The youngest boy, an orphaned nephew named Noblet Herbert, timidly faces his
foster mother and clasps a brimmed hat to his chest.
The sitters’ faces, posed in five different directions, yield a puzzling contrast to the
tight grouping of the figures as well as the positioning of the hands of the outer children
that lock them together as a family unit. The subjects seem braced for an uncertain future.
Adding a bit of symbolic detail to an otherwise standard backdrop of Grand Manner
column and drapery, Chapman paints a fallen rose in the center of the floor, a reference to
the absence of the sitters’ deceased husband and father and, more generally, to the
ephemeral nature of earthly life.
Chapman renders the devoted mother protecting her children as she protected Mt.
Vernon as an historic site. Aside from the normal uncertainties attached to the future,
antebellum life witnessed an increasing anxiety surrounding the legality of slavery.
Through her stewardship, Jane Washington sought to project both eighteenth-century ideals
of civic virtue and nineteenth-century ideals of female domesticity.105 The latter, which
celebrated the home as a protected private space, became increasingly difficult to manage
as Washington allowed greater public access to the estate. An “apolitical patriot”,106
Washington accepted her transitory ownership of the plantation and simultaneously
avoided public criticism of continuing the practice of slavery on its grounds, something that
historian Jane B. Lee suggests would have been impossible for a male counterpart. Striking
a delicate balance, Washington actively supported the African Colonization Society which
her uncle Bushrod Washington (owner and resident of Mt. Vernon 1802-1829)107 had
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helped found, under the guise of benevolence, to encourage and financially support the
transportation of free blacks to the African colony of Liberia.108
An 1833 letter from Jane Washington to Chapman succinctly captures the hybrid
profile of Chapman’s elite Southern clientele who both expressed concerns for the social
welfare of the people they called property and the fear of a disruption of the social order
should slavery be discontinued as well as demonstrates the interconnected network of the
artist’s personal and professional circles.109 In the letter Washington expresses her
unhappiness at keeping an enslaved man named Syphax in chains (a requirement of the
jailor) for an unnamed offense. The letter indicates that Chapman would serve as an
intermediary for the sale of Syphax (and his wife and child) to “Mr. Linton” whom she
describes as “other than a common purchaser” and indicates her belief that Linton would
honor her wishes to keep Syphax’ family intact. Further indicating that fate of Syphax and
his family to be transported to the lower Mississippi Vallery, she also states that the
deformity in Syphax’ wife’s hand will not inhibit her ability to pick cotton.
A significant number of Chapman’s portrait subjects shared views similar to Jane C.
Washington. Henry Clay, Congressman John Randolph,110 U.S. Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Marshall, and former president James Madison all held slaves while providing
substantive support to the American Colonization Society.111 After visiting Washington,
D.C., the aforementioned Frances Trollope noted what she viewed as a woeful deficiency
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in the American character, “you will see them with one hand hoisting the cap of liberty,
and with the other flogging their slaves.”112
Theodore Bolton’s The Life Portraits of James Madison (1951), listed a Chapman
painting of the former president (1834) as the last likeness taken from life at Montpelier.113
Painted for John Linton, the picture joined the collector’s other portraits of Virginia
luminaries in Louisiana, and Chapman exhibited it both at the National Academy of Design
and the Boston Athenæum in 1836.114 Bolton believed the painting to be lost, basing his
description on an engraved mezzotint made by John Sartain in the same year,115 and
confusion over the extant nature of the portrait has persisted despite an accurate provenance
recorded in the Frick Reference Library.116 A thorough examination of the painting and
related records leaves little doubt that the work is Chapman’s original picture. The portrait
(a gift of Linton’s daughter, Mrs. C. B. Surget) currently hangs in the Tulane University
president’s library.
Chapman painted only the face from life and the surrounding areas of the picture
lack vitality.117 The elderly ex-president sits in a red brocaded armchair and painterly
brushwork suggests the tactile patterns in the velvet upholstery. Highlighted brass tacks
ornament the back of the chair and the fronts of its arms. Madison wears a black coat
over a white waistcoat, shirt, and cravat knotted below his chin. The portrait gives
Madison an alert thoughtful expression that evokes composure, fatigue, and
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inquisitiveness. Bright blue eyes glint in contrast to the receding hairline and sagging
flesh of the sitter’s cheeks. The picture lacks a visible signature yet Sartain’s print clearly
features Chapman’s initials “JC” in the face of the arm of the chair.118
Another Southern-born president also posed for Chapman, and his image
circulated throughout the western frontier. The painter modeled a profile bust of James K.
Polk (North Carolina/Tennessee) that appeared on an Indian peace medal in 1845. The
medals were typically presented to Indian chiefs to commemorate treaties and special
visits. An example of the Polk medal, now in the collection of the National Museum of
the American Indian, is said to have belonged to Chief Keokuk (Sauk, ca. 1780-1848)
(fig. 19). An 1847 daguerreotype of Keokuk by Thomas M. Easterly may show the Polk
medal (fig. 20). Several years earlier the Indian chief sat for portraits by both Charles
Bird King and George Catlin. King’s portrait shows Keokuk (with his son) wearing a
John Quincy Adams medal (1825).

Chapman’s Milieu: Collecting in the Antebellum South
This thesis began as a question: How did two large canvases, Hagar and Ishmael
Fainting in the Desert, and a copy of Domenichino’s Cumaean Sibyl painted in Rome
about 1830 by John Gadsby Chapman, reach the walls of a Mississippi Delta mansion in
a relatively short time period? Individual collectors and artist-run exhibition venues
created a loose web of connections that linked industrialists, political figures, and artists
within the region and tied them to a national discourse on the direction of American
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artistic production. An examination of the machinery of regional art culture reveals a
network of Chapman’s supporters in the South.
A rising class of industrialists, bankers, and merchants sought to distinguish
themselves by collecting art, supporting artists, and in a few cases making their
acquisitions public. Robert Gilmor, Jr. in Baltimore, Daniel Pratt in Alabama, and John
Linton and James Robb in New Orleans all collected a variety of works that included
copies of Old Masters, portraits, history paintings, landscapes, and genre subjects.119 They
all had significant interactions with artists in a manner that differed from a more formal
English-styled system of elite patronage that had characterized collecting earlier in the
Lowcountry of colonial South Carolina. Yet, like the Charlestonians, they all found
success within a Southern economy dependent on the institution of slavery. What they
acquired differed little from what was collected in other parts of the country. They
typified new models of success that sprang from the young nation’s burgeoning territory
and democratic economic structure.
Several artists attempted, with limited success, to create public exhibition spaces
and training academies in the South. Employing Charles Wilson Peale’s model, his son
Rembrandt Peale in Baltimore and Ralph E. W. Earl in Nashville both founded early
museums that combined objects of curiosity with the fine arts.120 Other artists who
followed a different trend, one toward the separation of the fine arts from the sciences.
Charles Bird King’s gallery in Washington, Samuel F. B. Morse’ South Carolina
Academy in Charleston, and George Cooke’s National Gallery of Paintings in New
Orleans, for the most part had short lives but their existence allowed for the transference
119
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of artworks around the perimeter of the region. Their attempts reflect the degree to which
artists of the period were embedded in a process, beyond traditional commission
exchanges, to stimulate public discourse and commercial interests. While John Gadsby
Chapman does not appear to have ventured south of Virginia, his paintings obviously did,
traveling along a loose network of largely personal connections.

From Its Beginnings in Charleston to Baltimore and New Orleans: The Spread of
Refinement in the South
One of the most striking paintings of the late colonial period, John Singleton
Copley’s Portrait of Ralph and Alice Izard (1774), portrays an enlightened Charlestonian
couple shown in an act of connoisseurship while making the “Grand Tour” of European
cultural sites (fig. 21).121 Copley (American, 1738-1815) depicts the well-dressed pair
seated within an opulent Roman interior surrounded by evidence of intellectual and
cultural pursuits that includes a Greek urn, classical statuary, gilt furniture, brocaded
fabrics, and the ruins of the Roman Coliseum in the distant background. In relaxed poses
the subjects lean toward each other to ponder a sketch made from the sculpture shown
behind them. Ralph Izard’s right arm wraps around the back of his chair, while his left
hand holds the drawing. Alice Izard leans inward, her elbows resting on a highly polished
tabletop. Rather than studying the work he holds, Mr. Izard stares outward in reflection.
Mrs. Izard looks at her husband, but her pose, with chin resting on hand, also indicates a
moment of thought. The drawn copy occupies the exact center of the composition and
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suggests a portal through which European cultural traditions may be adopted and
subsequently transferred to America.
Copley’s masterwork captured the prevailing attitude of Charlestonians who
viewed their society as an extension of European cultural norms. In Charleston, and
elsewhere in the country, discourse on the potential of art to democratize culture and
elevate the wider population provoked disagreement. Many viewed the development of a
fine arts culture in the recently established republic as a significant milestone for the
nation’s maturity and future growth. The city’s aristocratic elite families considered an
appreciation of the fine arts a significant indicator of a refinement limited to high social
status.122 Charleston, the fourth largest city in the American colonies and cultural capital
of the South, boasted a thriving agricultural economy that enabled its upper class to adopt
and maintain standards of luxury and education modeled on those of the English
nobility.123 In the mid-to-late eighteenth century, burgeoning rice, and indigo production
had made the South Carolina Lowcountry the most prosperous region in British North
America. A large enslaved population of Africans and those of African descent powered
that success, but shared few of its benefits.124 Charleston’s white upper-class population
aspired to models of a landed gentry exemplified by grand homes, a liberal education,
polished manners and fine clothing.125 The majority were aristocratic planters who
resided in urban villas removed from the physical labors of rural agricultural
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production.126 They embraced the arts, especially portraiture, as strong visual markers of
success and refinement.
Art historian and curator, Maurie McInnis, who has written extensively on the
visual and material culture of the South and the slave trade, proposes that Charleston’s
“visual culture is incomprehensible without also understanding its commitment to slavery
as the basis of its social structure.”127 Slavery made extreme wealth possible, and
prominent Charlestonians rationalized its use as a necessary means to preserve status,
power, and cultural authority.128 A small number of elite families propelled refinement in
the city. The rise of a culturally enlightened middle-class, as experienced in other areas of
the country, was resisted in Charleston. Slavery freed owners to pursue refinement on a
grand scale, and the resulting visual products proved the virtue of a rigid societal order.129
Charleston’s economy remained healthy throughout the antebellum period but
failed to match the rapid expansion that characterized other American cities. The rapid
population growth of New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and New Orleans created in
Charleston a perception of relative decline. Rather than embrace the economic and social
workings of other parts of the country, Charlestonians mythologized a glorious past, and
held fast to an increasingly unworkable model characterized by an oligarchical social
structure and an agricultural economy dependent on slavery.130 This refusal to adapt
created a progressively closed society that feared abolition and the threat of slave revolt,
while it took refuge in an ideology of moral and cultural superiority.131
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Natchez and New Orleans: Refinement on the Mississippi
Charleston created a model for financial success that was emulated across the
South, most notably in Adams County, Mississippi where a plantation system grew up
around the production of cotton. Large-scale farmers differed from those in the Carolina
coastal communities in being recent immigrants to the region with few historical ties to
the land. Similar to Charlestonians however, many spent their lives in Natchez’ urban
villas, physically divorced from the plantations and the forced labor that provided their
wealth. After the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 and the Battle of New Orleans in 1815, the
steamboat transformed traffic along the Mississippi River. Flatboats and rafts, indicative
of the French fur trade, gradually gave way to the bustling paddlewheel steamers that
came to characterize the Antebellum South. Moving people as well as cotton and sugar
for distribution through New Orleans, they contributed to the rapid growth of towns and
commerce along the river’s banks.132
As cotton farming flourished in the lower South between 1812 and 1860,
tremendous profits stimulated a new demand for slave labor and a corresponding forced
migration of around one million enslaved blacks from the southeastern United States
westward to Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. In response to the declining
profitability of tobacco growing, Virginians exported their human property in the largest
numbers.133 By 1860, Natchez, in south Mississippi’s Adams County, had more
millionaires than any other part of the country and offered a meeting point for the
relocation of easterners, both enslaved persons and opportunistic free entrepreneurs,
where agricultural production yielded immense economic prosperity. The cotton
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economy also stimulated related employment and businesses that included shipping and
brokerage.134

John Linton and the Bingaman-Surget Family Collection
Typical of many easterners who followed the western expansion of the United
States, Chapman’s main benefactor John Augustine Linton emigrated from Virginia to
Natchez, and later New Orleans, to increase his fortune. He arrived sometime around
1808, bringing with him a new wife, Harriot (Harriet) Sophia, and at least two servants—
James, an indentured Negro, and Clara, a ten-year-old enslaved girl on loan from Mrs.
Linton’s family.135 Harriot Linton died the next year. Records indicate that during this
period Linton worked as a merchant in the firm of Turner, Linton & Company until
entering into a partnership with his soon-to-be brother-in-law James Campbell Wilkins.
Wilkins came to Adams Co. about 1805, and rose to prominence as a cotton planter,
cotton factor, and banker.136 Wilkins & Linton operated as commission merchants from
1816 to 1834, with John Linton handling the Canal Street counting office in New
Orleans. Factors and commission merchants filled critical positions as middlemen who
financed and marketed the cotton that drove the southern economy.137 They received a
commission (factorage) both for the sale of outgoing crops and supplying inland
plantations with supplies. Linton’s ability to move commodities and people supported his
interests in the arts and the importation of paintings from the east coast.
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Though he moved his residence downriver, Linton cemented his Natchez
connections by marrying Anna Maria Bingaman in 1817. Bingaman’s mother Charlotte
Catherine Surget had grown up on Cherry Grove Plantation, the daughter of prosperous
French planter Pierre Surget, and her father, Adam Bingaman, was known as a classical
scholar. The Bingamans befriended an itinerant painter and follower of Thomas Sully,
William Edward West (1788-1857) and a body of extant portrait work by the artist
reflects perhaps the earliest attempt to attract patronage to the arts in Mississippi.138
Several signed works as well as other attributed pictures remain from his two-year
Natchez production. West traveled to the city in 1817 to escape a malaria outbreak
downriver in New Orleans. Yet, disease followed the Kentucky-born artist and he
contracted yellow fever. Having spent time in Natchez during his youth, he had social
connections that offered support. He recovered in the Bingaman home and soon after
painted handsome portraits of several family members.139 His somewhat stiff but well
painted portrait of Mrs. Bingaman (Tulane University) wearing a lace cap and collar
captures an air of intelligence, refinement, and decorum (fig. 22).
It is likely that Linton would have been attracted to the cultured Bingaman
household. He possessed an interest in the arts, and perhaps with his wife’s
encouragement, he commissioned family portraits, a collection of portraits of Virginia
notables, and a few history paintings and Old Master copies; John Gadsby Chapman
contributed at least ten paintings to the collection. Chapman’s previously mentioned 1827
copy after David Wilkie’s Village Politicians marked the beginning of the artist’s
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relationship with Linton.140 In 1830, with Linton supporting his travel and study in Italy,
Chapman painted his first major picture and demonstration piece Hagar and Ishmael
Fainting in the Desert, a work that reflected the artist’s recent life drawing experience at
the British Academy in Rome. His first attempt at painting life size figures received
favorable attention in Italy that included the publication of an engraved version of the
picture in an art journal.141 After exhibition in Boston and Alexandria, the picture joined
Linton’s growing collection in New Orleans in 1834.142
According to the 1830 census, the Lintons maintained a country house outside the
city in Chalmette, and, three years later, the couple acquired a townhouse on Canal Street.
Active in the commercial and civic life of New Orleans, Linton was the first president of
the Canal Bank, a founding member of the Elkin Club, and a member of the Louisiana
branch of the American Colonization Society. Linton died in 1834, and, while no
complete inventory of his collection survives, an estate inventory of the Canal Street
property provides a brief list (with scant details) of additional pictures that include
portraits of Benjamin Watkins Leigh, George Washington, and John Marshall; a St.
Cecilia;143 other family portraits, and historical prints.
After her husband’s death, Anna Linton moved to a commanding estate (Clifton)
in Natchez where their pictures were partially merged with the Surget-Bingaman family
collection. She died in 1848, but her daughters, Charlotte and Mary Atwell (both of
whom married back into the Surget family) added similar works by Chapman, who was
then residing in Rome, and master copies to create one of the largest accumulations of art
140
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in the antebellum South. The collection included multiple works by prominent
nineteenth-century American sculptors Hiram Powers, Randolph Rogers, and Thomas
Crawford.144 They purchased and commissioned a variety of Old Master copies, many by
prominent copyist Antoine-Sébastien Falardeau (1822-1889), a Canadian working in
Florence. 145 In this manner copies of pictures by Carlo Dolci, Titian, Jean-Baptiste
Greuze, and Guido Reni entered the collection.
Charlotte and her husband Francis Surget likely visited Chapman’s studio while
on their Grand Tour of Europe in 1851. Chapman’s Ruth and Naomi, Italia (1851) and
Gleaner of the Roman Campagna (c. 1850s) (fig. 23 and 24) date from this collecting
period.146 Ruth carries a bundle of wheat, a symbol of her employment as a gleaner. She
stands on the left, backed by a vast landscape while her mother-in-law sits on the right,
framed in a stone architectural setting. Chapman attempts to animate the figure of Ruth
by awkwardly placing her in mid-stride, her skirt blown by unseen winds. Both women
appear stiff and emotionally distant. In this and other works that depict gleaning peasants,
Chapman anticipates the wave of Realist painters that would come to prominence in the
latter half of the century, but his Ruth and Naomi is more concerned with biblical piety
than a struggle with poverty or the dignity of labor.
During the Civil War, Union forces occupied Clifton, which they allegedly
dynamited, as a response to an unintentional slight made by the Surgets. After the war the
Linton-Surgets left Natchez for France. Some artworks (including Hagar and Ishmael)
were placed in storage while others crossed the Atlantic. Charlotte and her sister Mary
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Atwell continued to acquire additional pieces, both copies and scattered original subjects
that were mostly of European origin. The sisters donated their collections to Tulane
University in three installments between 1889 and 1911.147 Potentially invaluable as a
social study of American art culture in the region, the collection has received little
attention. Many of the works have disappeared or are in poor condition.

Linking New Orleans to Rural Alabama: George Cooke in New Orleans
George Cooke followed his mentor Charles Bird King’s lead in establishing an
exhibition gallery that displayed both original American works as well as those that
represented European traditions. Displays of works from his earlier artistic practice,
Interior of St. Peter’s and Landing of Columbus as well as copies of Gericault’s Wreck of
the Medusa and Raphael’s Transfiguration, demonstrated his active participation in a
national trend of single picture for-profit exhibitions presented along the East Coast.148
He extended the so-called “big picture circuit” to New Orleans in 1844. Cooke rented
space on St. Charles Avenue from prominent collector Daniel Pratt, for his National
Gallery of Paintings. Occupying two upper floors of a warehouse building, the gallery
operated as a seasonal enterprise, open mainly in winter. Local magnate James Robb
supported Cooke’s endeavor with frequent purchases and loans.149 The gallery exhibited
master copies and original works by prominent American artists such as Thomas Cole,
Thomas Doughty, Thomas Sully, and John Gadsby Chapman.150 Cooke’s gallery featured
Chapman’s Portrait of Davy Crockett (1834), which captured the congressman and folk
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hero, dressed in buckskins with his hat raised in the air, in a manner evocative of an
American pioneer spirit.151

Three Notable Collectors
In the Upper South: Baltimore’s Robert Gilmor, Jr.
Perhaps the most significant Southern collector in early nineteenth century Robert
Gilmor, Jr. (1774-1848), the son of a successful Baltimore merchant, acquired a variety
of artworks well before making a two-year European Grand Tour between 1799 and
1801.152 His self-described “strong attachment to the arts” led to one of the largest and
earliest accumulations of cultural material in the country.153 Art historian Anna Wells
Rutledge estimates that within the fifty years that he collected and traded works, at least
five hundred oils passed through his hands. He also owned sizable numbers of prints,
drawings, manuscripts, and fragments of classical sculpture.154
Dutch and Flemish pictures comprised the largest category of works in Gilmor’s
holdings. While now impossible to ascertain the accuracy of attributions, a partial listing
of names included such impressive names as Brueghel, Hobbema, and Rubens. French,
Italian, and Spanish works included those attributed to Raphael, Leonardo, Guido Reni,
the Carracci, Castiglione, Parmigianino, Salvator Rosa, Velazquez, Poussin, Claude
Lorrain, and Watteau.155
In addition Gilmor’s collecting actively supported American painters that
included, the Peale family, Gilbert Stuart, Thomas Sully, Washington Allston, Thomas
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Cole, William Sidney Mount, and John Gadsby Chapman.156 Chapman’s domestically
sweet Rose Vernon typifies a nineteenth-century sentimental illustrational style (fig.
25).157 A pretty country girl, poised on the sill of an open window, looks up from her
knitting to return the viewer’s gaze. Her overly large eyes, small lips and hands, smooth
sloping shoulders, and bustline offer a view of early nineteenth-century young
womanhood as childlike, pure and innocent. An engraved version (by J. I. Pease)
appeared in Carey and Hart’s The Gift: a Christmas and New Year’s Present for 1843, an
annual publication that featured sentimental fiction and poetry (fig. 26).158
Gilmor believed that Americans needed exposure to pictures of high caliber to
cultivate in them an appreciation for the arts. In addition to an enjoyment of aesthetic
qualities, he also understood and valued artists’ technique. Perhaps more than other
collectors of the period, he valued original work and attempted to refine attributions
within his holdings. Gilmor considered the removal of cultural objects from their country
of origin as a symbol of the decline of those cultures. Inversely, he foresaw that the
transfer of this cultural capital to Washington would contribute to the rise of the
American nation.159 Gilmor hoped that his diverse collection would survive relatively
intact and be made available to the public. His desire proved economically unfeasible,
and the collection was sold and dispersed in 1849.160
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Daniel Pratt in Rural Alabama
Industrialist and philanthropist Daniel Pratt (1799-1873) hailed from New
Hampshire, had dealings in Savannah and New Orleans, and moved to Alabama in 1833.
After enduring a difficult adjustment period, Pratt established a successful cotton-gin
factory and a cotton mill in Autauga County, at a location that would become the town of
Prattville. By the 1850s it had come to be an important manufacturing center in the
state.161 Before immigrating southward Pratt became a Methodist, but deeply held
religious views did not preclude an investment in slavery or a business that supported its
spread throughout the region.162 Pratt had varied interests that included art, viticulture,
and music.163 In 1845 he added a public gallery to his home in Prattville that focused on
the work of southern artist George Cooke whom he met in 1844.164 Cooke died of cholera
in the midst of trying to close the New Orleans Gallery in 1859. Pratt purchased more
than a dozen of Cooke’s pictures from his widow, including a copy of Gilbert Stuart’s
portrait of G. Washington, one of Leonardo’s Last Supper, Cooke’s self-portrait, and
other copies after Federico Barocci, Govert Flinck, and Raphael.165

James Robb in New Orleans
James Robb (1814-1881) a native of Pennsylvania moved to New Orleans in
1837. An industrialist, banker, cotton commission merchant, and politician, he
accumulated a rich collection that included Hiram Powers’ much discussed marble statue,
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the Greek Slave and Emanuel Leutze’ Destruction of a Convent.166 Robb spent freely, on
a wide range of American and European works including those by Peter Paul Rubens,
Jean-Baptiste Greuze, Joseph Vernet, Salvator Rosa and Luca Giordano.167 In 1851 at the
height of his success, Robb built an imposing Italianate mansion on Camp Street
decorated with frescoes by Domenico Canova.168 A civic-minded individual, he lent
works to the Boston Athenaeum, and locally to Cooke’s National Gallery. The financial
crisis of 1857 forced to Robb to liquidate assets, including most of his art collection, and
he moved to Chicago in 1859.

The Impact of the Civil War
Prior to the Civil War the movement of artworks which followed the westward
expansion of the country allowed Chapman’s Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Desert
to travel from Rome to the Mississippi frontier. His social ties, as evidenced in the
continuing relationship with the children of John Linton in Natchez and George Cooke in
New Orleans, continued to channel his paintings into the Deep South. In their attempts to
establish Southern galleries, Chapman’s contemporaries—Morse, King, Rembrandt
Peale, and Cooke—provided connections to the loose confederation of venues which
circulated European works, copies, and American originals throughout the Eastern United
States. Relying on active participation from industrialist collectors such as Gilmore,
Linton, Pratt, and Robb they contributed a regional component to national efforts to both
stimulate and refine an American fine arts culture. Their lasting impact on a distinct
Southern culture may be debated as all of the described galleries closed before, or
166
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because of, the Civil War, and the conflict had a devastating effect on the development of
American art culture in the South, halting the growth of many significant individual
collections and causing the complete demise of others.

Chapman’s Relocation to New York: A New Model of Production
About the time his Virginia career reached a plateau Chapman married fellow
Alexandrian, Mary Elizabeth Luckett (1810-1874) in 1834.169 The recent deaths of both
his father and John Linton influenced their decision to relocate to New York City. The
couple moved with their newborn son, John Linton Chapman, to 94 White Street in lower
Manhattan, and Chapman began promoting his skills as an etcher and engraver, a welltimed business move that resulted in steady employment.170 A rapidly expanding
publishing field created a new demand for illustrations in both books and periodicals.171
Chapman quickly built a career in printing, subsequently becoming the most sought after
illustrator in the country by the 1840s. Chapman created two large and well-known city
views that date from the period: Weehawken (engraved by William J. Bennett, 1836) and
New York from Bedloe’s Island (engraved by J.D. Smilie 1835).
Printed formats allowed his landscape views of Virginia and other locales to reach
a wide audience thereby increasing his name recognition. Edgar Allan Poe bemoaned
“the corruption of taste” and the lack of sophistication in American design in his essay
The Philosophy of Furniture (1840) which described the “imaginative cast” of
Chapman’s Lake of the Dismal Swamp (fig. 27) (c. 1827, exhibited in N.A.D. 1836) as an
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element of an imagined “ . . . not ostentatious chamber with whose decorations no fault
can be found.”172
Engraving provided Chapman a steady income and his original illustrations
appeared in Columbian Magazine, Graham's, The Family Magazine, The Talisman, and
Godey's Ladysbook. and Edgar P. Richardson identified him as the “first notable figure in
American illustration.”173 Illustrations (his own etchings) for two small books: A
Christmas Gift from Fairyland (James Kirke Paulding, 1838) and The Poets of America
(John Keese, 1840) received high praise and are considered to be among his finest
works.174 Both books feature fanciful drawings from a free flowing pen that frequently
envelope or permeate the text (fig. 28). Others captured glimpses of everyday American
life (fig. 29). Though socially successful in literary and artistic circles,175 illness and debt
plagued Chapman and his family. Several of his children died young or were stillborn,
causing sadness in the young family and adding additional pressures. He worked harder,
while falling further behind economically, and felt exploited by publishers. Chapman’s
commitment to protect the integrity of his images, his failure to gauge the economic
aspects of commercial projects, and the inadequate copyright protections of the period
created a difficult economic situation.176 Though his work was consistently included in
National Academy shows, for financial reasons, history painting took a backseat to
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illustrations, and the constant bending over engraving plates, eventually wore him down,
creating health concerns and fatigue.177

The Pocahontas Commission
Despite difficult times in New York, Chapman’s early social connections offered
an opportunity to return to history painting in 1834. His old friend from Wincester, Henry
A. Wise (then a congressman), proposed that American artists receive commissions from
the Federal Government to paint four murals to accompany the four by John Trumbull
already hanging in the rotunda of the U. S. Capitol. Chapman lobbied hard for and
received one of the commissions in 1837. As a representative of the South, Chapman
offered a measure of geographical balance to the group of muralists, all the rest of whom
were native New Yorkers.178 Ultimately unveiled in 1840, Chapman’s Baptism of
Pocahontas at Jamestown, Virginia, 1613 expressed the then current conviction that
Indians could only be saved from extinction through conversion and assimilation.179
At approximately twelve by eighteen feet and including nearly forty figures, the
picture would be the artist’s most ambitious individual work. On a dais before a crowd of
onlookers, a devout and emotionally composed Pocahontas kneels obediently, with
clasped hands, before the minister who looks upward toward heaven while he dips his
hand in a baptismal font. Facing the cleric, she turns her back on family members, some
of whom appear noticeably disturbed. Her gown and the robes of the minister, both a
brilliant white, link the two figures spiritually and compositionally. Chapman shows their
bond, at least for this moment, as more profound than the one she might feel with her
177
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husband John Rolfe who stands attentively behind her, his left hand ready to offer a
Bible. Flowing black hair and lightened skin lend a Europeanized appearance to the
figure that contrasts with the darker skin and native attire of her relations. A draped
purple sash identifies "royal" lineage.
By the nineteenth century Pocahontas had grown to represent the "good Indian”
who rejected savagery, embraced Christianity, and accepted the benevolent dominion of
the English. The only indigenous American or woman prominently featured in all of the
paintings in the Rotunda,180 her inclusion in the Capitol projects emphasized her
prominent symbolic role as America personified. By minimizing her ethnic qualities
Chapman allowed the subject more credibility in the eyes of a disproportionately white
audience.
The artist described his subject in a pamphlet, The Picture of the Baptism of
Pocahontas. Painted by Order of Congress, for the Rotundo [sic] of the Capitol, By J. G.
Chapman, of Washington, that accompanied the unveiling of the picture.
She stands foremost in the train of those wandering children of the forest
who have at different times—few, indeed, and far between—been
snatched from the fangs of a barbarous idolatry, to become lambs in the
fold of the Divine Shepherd. She therefore appeals to our religious as well
as our patriotic sympathies, and is equally associated with the rise and
progress of the Christian church, as with the political destinies of the
United States. Chapman, The Picture of Pocahontas, (1840).
Chapman employed Pocahontas as a symbol of the union between England and
the New World in the formation of a new national identity.181 Mobilizing Pocahontas in
this way challenged the conventional narrative on which the new nation was founded by
the pilgrims at Plymouth, replacing it with one that asserted the nation’s origins in the
180
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South. Pocahontas took the name of the Biblical matriarch, Rebecca, the wife of Isaac
who gave birth to twin boys, Jacob and Esau (Genesis 26). The biblical Rebecca
demonstrated kindness to the stranger Isaac, a compassionate act that made her an
acceptable wife. In Chapman’s description of the painting he attributes a variety of
qualities to the Indian maiden—“the great benefactress … benign and gentle influence …
her kindness and protection … purest simplicity … timidity of a spotless virgin …
sagacity of mind … firmness of spirit”182 —all of which exemplified nineteenth century
ideals of true womanhood.
Prior to the commission, Chapman had executed smaller, more recognizable
events from the life Pocahontas, notably the legendary rescue of John Smith, and the
artist received some criticism regarding the mural from those who preferred the more
typical representation that depicted this celebrated event. It mattered little to them that
historians had discredited the accounts as Smith's fiction. By the 1830s the accuracy of
story had become a rallying point for the Virginian aristocracy—many of whom claimed
descent from the princess—as proof of the state's seminal role in the formation of the new
nation.183 Historian Robert Tilton identifies these elite Virginians’ attempts to define their
own distinct race. In their "aristocracy-based" history, planters and politicians claimed
descent from a time before Massachusetts but their celebration of mixed blood proved
selective and hypocritical.184 Miscegenation laws in Virginia steadily evolved to allow
residents with a tiny fraction of native blood to remain identified as white.185 Like the
biblical Rebecca whose first son Esau had traded his birthright for a bowl of soup, the
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Indians sold their land for a few dollars or some whiskey. Antebellum claims to the
lineage of the converted princess enabled the English to become the "chosen people." As
the younger son Jacob gained preeminence over the elder Esau so too the English were
destined to govern the Indians.186
Despite being a notable achievement and generally successful, the Capitol
commission left Chapman desperate, despondent, and full of self-pity. The great
Financial Panic of 1837 crippled the national economy, negatively affecting the art
market for several years.187 Chapman responded by increasing his pace and output, but
fell further behind financially. In a massive undertaking he produced about 1,850 designs
for illustrations for the two-volume Harper’s Family Bible of 1846.188 Though the book
itself was another success, Chapman again lost money in the venture. His illustrations
and painting from the 1840s often depicted playful and bucolic subjects that contrasted
with the stressful aspects of his career. The Lazy Fisherman (1844), now in the NelsonAtkins Museum of Art, furnishes a noteworthy example of the genre (fig. 30). Though
residing in New York City, he continued to document members of the southern
aristocracy creating portraits of John Slidell and Mathilde Slidell and Master Cuthbert
and Augusta Slocomb all of New Orleans.189

The American Drawing Book
In a labor of love, Chapman invested a great deal of time in authoring a drawing
manual The American Drawing Book: A Manual for the Amateur, and Basis of Study for
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the Professional Artist that first appeared in 1847.190 In it Chapman stressed the need for
Americans to become literate in design.191 The author lamented the lack of design
education in American schools: “While it is so, we must compete with the old world
especially in the production of articles of taste, on most unfavorable grounds. The spirit
of independence, that will one day cover the western continent, seems not, as yet, to have
entered our workshops.”192
Between 1820 and 1860 approximately 145 drawing manuals were produced in
the United States. Grown out of a demand for democratizing art, these manuals offered a
complete system of instruction, based on lines, that allowed a student to progress from
drawing geometric figures, to ordinary objects, landscapes, and ultimately the human
form. Many considered Chapman's manual—which included drawings after
contemporaries John Wesley Jarvis, Horatio Greenough, Thomas Crawford, Johann
Christian Reinhart, and Washington Alston—unrivaled in the genre.193 Chapman
followed examples set by Morse and King by selecting the works of European masters to
teach formal instruction as well as to provide historical lessons. Utilizing numerous line
illustrations from the work of Baroque and high Renaissance masters—including
Rembrandt, Michelangelo, Raphael, Annibale Carracci, Guido Reni, Salvator Rosa, Karel
Dujardin, Nicolas Berghem, and Jacques Callot—the book taught a selected overview of
art history (fig. 31). Chapman's nationalistic approach called for Americans to be
cognizant of the past but to move beyond a dependence on European models.194 The
drawing manuals (and Chapman’s illustrations in general) directly influenced the
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evolution of a late-nineteenth century American painting style that emphasized rural life,
best exemplified by the work of Winslow Homer.195 The American Drawing Book was a
tremendous success, but sadly Chapman again lost money.196

Chapman’s Return to Rome and His Late Production:
Rather than continuing at failed attempts to earn enough to support his family by
painting and illustration, Chapman chose to make a fresh start by relocating to Italy
where, in his youth, he had enjoyed life and the promise of a bright future. In 1848 at the
age of 40 Chapman, his wife and three surviving children departed for England.
Ultimately the family settled in Rome near the Piazza di Spagna in 1850, where Chapman
painted genre subjects, figure studies of Italian peasants, and landscapes of the Roman
campagna. He joined a circle of American expatriates that included Randolph Rogers,
William Wetmore Story, Thomas Crawford, Harriet Hosmer, John Frederick Kensett,
William Stanly Haseltine, and George Loring Brown.197 The 1850s saw the last years of
Rome’s dominance as the art capital of Europe and correspondingly the number of
American artists in residence there reached its peak.198 Several nineteenth-century authors
provide descriptive accounts of the ex-patriate communities. In his novel The Marble
Faun, Nathaniel Hawthorne observed that in Rome artists "find themselves in force, and
are numerous enough to create a congenial atmosphere. In every other clime they are
isolated strangers; in this land of art, they are free citizens."199
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The American community in the Eternal City sought a connection not to
contemporary Italian art but to Italy’s classical origins and authority. American visitors
making the Grand Tour could join in that process. Fashionable travelers regularly visited
artist’s studios to acquire high quality souvenirs. Tourists came to Rome in droves and,
out of necessity, Chapman catered to them, by providing a large selection of pictures in a
variety of prices. William Campbell said of Chapman’s Italian production that “His aim
was to sell, and naturally he depicted most often those subjects which sold readily.”200
Even in this aspect Chapman widely increased his network, sending pictures by way of
the wealthy American travelers who purchased them, to all reaches of the United States
and England. He frequently inscribed on the reverse the names of the purchaser as well as
their home city.
Many surviving examples of Chapman’s late work demonstrate that even within a
limited formula for success he could produce results that rose well above the mundane.
Harvesters on the Roman Campagna (1867), now in the Museum of Fine Arts Boston,
features clusters of peasants and horses both at work and at leisure within a majestically
sunlit panorama framed with a proscenium arch evocative of period dioramas (fig. 32).
The artist produced at least five full-size versions of the scene.201 John and Mary
McGuigan’s recent Chapman monograph (2015) features over forty accomplished
etchings of Italian subjects that indicate the need for a reassessment of the artist’s Roman
period based on his unique contribution to printmaking.
The Chapman family’s relatively contented existence in Europe lasted a decade.
With the beginning of the Civil War at home and Italian factionalism, the flow of tourists
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slowed and the difficulty of shipping pictures increased. By the end of the war, Chapman
was destitute. After the death of his wife, he returned to America, and died in relative
obscurity in 1889.202 Despite this sad ending, the early promise and sustained ambition of
John Gadsby Chapman’s career reflects the larger interest of American artists to insert
themselves into the art historical canon, engaging with the master works of the Old
World while developing their own particularly American ideas about how to best engage
with and continue this legacy. Moreover, Chapman’s career offers an opportunity to
consider the unique development of American art culture in the antebellum South, a
subject which merits further scholarly investigation.
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Part Two
Revising the Old World to Fit the New:
Race, Gender, Slavery, and The Case of Hagar & Ishmael
Over many centuries the biblical figure of Hagar has constituted an enduring
subject of Western Art. Major European artists depicted a variety of events from the
traumatic story of the enslaved Egyptian mother of Abraham's first son Ishmael. Among
these Salvator Rosa, Veronese, and Giambattista Tiepolo contributed to the
standardization of the particular scene of Hagar and Ishmael in the wilderness (Genesis
21:8-19).203 After Hagar's banishment by the biblical patriarch into the desert, at the
moment when Ishmael lies dying of thirst, God hears his crying and responds by leading
Hagar to a spring of fresh water. Artists often portrayed the outcast woman in a
sympathetic light, accompanied by her most frequent attribute, an overturned jar. Well
into the nineteenth century (1835), Camille Corot continued this pictorial tradition of the
inclusion of an angel in his vast desolate landscape version of the scene (fig. 33). Corot’s
composition deemphasizes the significance of human beings contrasted in scale with the
vastness of God and natural world. The small figure of an advancing angel represents the
mercy of God and Hagar’s only hope.
This case study illustrates how John Gadsby Chapman and other American artists
adopted and innovated one theme from the European Grand Manner tradition to create
new subjects suitable for the young republic. These artists frequently departed from
203
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conventional representations by placing a primary focus on the figure of Hagar to reflect
domestic political concerns. Ishmael shifted in compositional importance and the angel
faded from popular usage. The emphasis on Hagar in emotional turmoil derived from
diverse interpretations and applications of the constructed ideals of true womanhood—
grounded in the private domestic sphere—that dominated the antebellum and Civil War
periods. The figure of Hagar shifts in meaning from a representation of America cut off
from Britain to one representing an internalized and threatened domestic population.
This examination of artworks featuring Hagar (and, in some cases, Ishmael)
demonstrates the surprising adaptability of the subject by different constituencies. During
the mid-nineteenth century, John Gadsby Chapman, William Rimmer (1816-1879), and
Edmonia Lewis (c. 1844-1907) all explored the theme with a moral objective to stimulate
compassion for the ostracized mother, yet the sympathies of each artist aligned with
Confederate, Republican, and antislavery concerns respectively and resulted in quite
different treatments of the subject.
During the nineteenth century the name Hagar grew in usage, increasingly
attached to both black women and references to slavery.204 Hagar’s story reveals the
vulnerability of enslaved women to sexual exploitation and the denial of patriarchal
protection for themselves and their children. Notably Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) contains a character, Aunt Hagar, tragically separated from
her children by slavery. In addition, nineteenth-century culture typically associated
Egypt, the biblical Hagar’s homeland, with blackness.205 Despite these associations,
Chapman, Rimmer, and Lewis—like Western artists before them—depict Hagar with
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European features. Here the similarities end, however. Although Chapman and Lewis
executed their pieces in Europe, they make evident, strong attachments to
contemporaneous American social and political concerns, which Rimmer also addresses.
This grouping of artworks, identical in theme, demonstrates how proslavery, Unionist,
and abolitionist forces adapted a canonical theme of Western art and co-opted the biblical
Hagar to reinforce differing agendas.
In the context of strict social mores of the period, these perhaps surprisingly
empathetic portrayals help define the parameters of a concept of ideal womanhood that
dominated much of the century. Of the many variations on the story that occur in the
history of Western art, artists most commonly depicted two: Hagar and Ishmael’s
expulsion from the household of Abraham and the scenes in the wilderness.206 The former
emphasizes the manipulated sexuality of Hagar, while the latter allows for her
deliverance as a nurturing, loving mother.207 Most nineteenth-century American artists
opted for a wilderness setting that emphasized the suffering position of Hagar who
submits to forced dependency on a patriarchal society.208 The repeated use of the empty
overturned jar, subverts a common feminine symbol, by suggesting the inability of
enslaved or abandoned mothers to effectively provide a nurturing, protective environment
for their children.
If studying and working at home, young nineteenth-century American artists had
limited exposure to European works that depicted the theme. One important example of
the subject, Benjamin West’s (1738-1820) canvas, Hagar and Ishmael (1776, retouched
1803) did hang in the Philadelphia Academy from 1851-1864, fifty years after its
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completion. (fig. 34)209 The picture, created at the beginning of the Revolutionary War,
represented the Egyptian mother as more forthright. Unlike later nineteenth-century
depictions, nudity and diffidence and are not part of her representation. Only her hands
and face are uncovered. Considering the time of execution this Hagar reflects more the
possibilities afforded a new American nation freed from English domination: "And of the
son of the bondwoman will I make a nation, because he is thy seed." (Genesis 21:13) Her
head covering may be a Phrygian cap, attire typical of Republican Columbian symbols of
the period. While Ishmael appears anguished and dehydrated, Hagar remains calm and
thoughtful. An angel floats above the pair and points in the direction of a water source. A
dark color scheme of gold, rust, and blue evokes a stormy environment.

Chapman’s Hagar and Ishmael
Chapman created his first major painting Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the
Wilderness while studying in Rome in 1830. While celebrated at the time the picture’s
acquisition by Louisiana collector, John Linton, removed it from the more public sphere
of the East Coast and consequentially the predominant art historical record. The recent
reemergence of this seminal picture from a private collection provides an opportunity to
examine it, and other Chapman works, within the context of other period uses of the
subject and within the antebellum concept of "true womanhood" that dictated piety,
purity, submissiveness, and domesticity for all women.210
The picture’s muted color scheme of gold, umber, and rose reflects the young
artist’s response to European influences in subject, costume, and drapery. As previously
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stated, the empty water jug in the foreground identifies the despondent subject as Hagar.
The seated Hagar rests her right upper arm on a rock while her hand supports her head in
a gesture that evokes extreme fatigue, fear, anger, and sadness. Her other arm drops to
her lap and cradles her young son's head and hand in a gesture of tenderness. Her parted
lips and eyes are raised heavenward in desperation. Ishmael's expression is resigned and
his fist, resting on a rock, provides one of the lovelier visual passages. The tenderness
expressed in tactile qualities created where the boy's cheek, hand, and her hand touch
contrasts with the stony hardness of their surroundings. Hagar’s costume, with its laced
bodice and white chemise, in addition to her braided hair, appear more European peasant,
than biblical, in origin. Reflecting classical influences, both figures have bared shoulders
that suggest the vulnerability of their situation. The pyramidal shape of the combined
figures adds to the overall feeling of emotional weightiness. Though surrounded by dark
clouds, in a sign of hope, a theatrical light bathes the figures from above.
John Linton married into the prominent cotton growing Surget family of Adams
County, Mississippi. That the painting ultimately came to reside with a family of
Mississippi planters creates a fascinating conundrum. As stated earlier, in the nineteenth
century, the figure of Hagar often symbolized enslaved African-American women. It is
difficult to imagine Chapman, a Confederate sympathizer, or Linton, a planter and cotton
agent, viewing the subject from this perspective. Why then did the subject appeal to
them?
Considering Chapman’s treatment of Hagar in light of the artist’s best-known
work, The Baptism of Pocahontas, suggests a possible explanation. The epic painting
depicts the first conversion of an American Indian to Christianity. Many of Chapman’s
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works have religious themes, and it may be possible to view his treatment of nonEuropean women, including the Egyptian Hagar, from an idealized Christian perspective.
Within the context of their time, both pictures suggest the assimilation of non-white
women into a dominant culture perceived as white by Christians have a moral duty to
share (even forcibly) their religious beliefs. This civilizing responsibility lent the
proponents of slavery a defense against an otherwise shameless institution. Chapman
permits the redemption of Hagar by emphasizing her deference to God and her motherly
devotion to Ishmael. By making the subjects appear white, he may have been following a
prevailing tradition or responding to the perceived desires of his patron. The decision
might also indicate his inability to empathize with a racially differentiated Hagar.211
Chapman’s depiction reflects a deference, common among his peers, to a divinely
ordained plan that supports a hierarchical social order controlled by a Protestant
aristocracy.

Rimmer's Kneeling Hagar
The Boston-based William Rimmer, created his Hagar and Ishmael amidst the
heated political debate over slavery shortly before the outbreak of the Civil War and the
painting should be understood in the context of his Republican/Unionist political leanings
(fig. 35). Known primarily as a sculptor who mixed in liberal abolitionist circles, Rimmer
also practiced medicine, taught at the Cooper Union School of Design, and authored two
anatomy books.212 A second picture by the artist Massacre of the Innocents, created about
the same time as Hagar, sheds light on his political sympathies (fig. 36). In this dramatic
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scene he adopted a familiar abolitionist trope that linked the Biblical King Herod—who
ordered the wholesale slaughter of Jerusalem's newborn males—with powers that work to
keep the system of slavery intact. In the picture Herod's agent, a fierce, sword-wielding
soldier draws his weapon to attack the babe of a mother draped in red, white, and blue
clothing. He and other abolitionists viewed slavery as not just as an injustice served on
African Americans but as a threat to American civilization.213
Rimmer's Hagar kneels in a rocky landscape and her face, with eyes cast upward
shows anguish and exhaustion. The faintly painted figure of Ishmael lies in the
background with his back arched upward as if gasping for breath. Hagar's loose brown
hair flows behind her and frames an oval face with overly large eyes. Details of her dress,
including gold bracelets and the gold trim of her ultramarine drape, hint at her exotic
status and the refinement of her former existence. Her delicate, clasped hands rest on a
rock, her fingers knotted in anxiety. Hints of green and blue define the surroundings as
landscape, but in the overall color scheme of umber and sienna, the background appears
both parched and tempestuous. Her cloak flows out behind her figure forming a triangle,
her head at the top. Her shoulders are bare, and a scalloped bustier reveals a smooth white
chest. The positioning of the figures references the Genesis account of Hagar's placement
of the child at a distance so that she will not see him die.
Rimmer’s treatment of the beleaguered mother exposes the malignant effects of
slavery’s frequent dismantling of families. Banished by Ishmael’s father, Hagar suffers
the inability to perform her maternal responsibilities as a true woman: to preserve and
protect a domestic environment. This denial of the ideal results in anguish. The depiction
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suggests that by threatening the patriarchal family, slavery also undermined the moral
fabric of the republic.

Lewis’ Striding Hagar
In 1868 (or possibly in 1878) Edmonia Lewis, an American sculptor of African
American and Chippewa origin, also took on the subject of Hagar (fig. 37). She studied
with the sculptor William Brackett and created portrait busts to earn money for her
relocation to Rome.214 Lewis broke new ground by obtaining international
acknowledgement for her work as an artist. The first nonwhite artist to achieve this level
of success in sculpture, she frequently chose subjects that reflected her dual ethnicity and
gave expression to anti-slavery and American Indian concerns. Lewis associated with a
progressive elite that included Lydia Child, William Lloyd Garrison, and the Shaw
family, and the artist’s subjects appealed to these abolitionist reformer patrons. Notable
are portrait medallions of Garrison, John Brown and the figure group Forever Free.
Considering Lewis’ sculpture in light of this and the nineteenth-century association of
Hagar with enslaved African American women supports an anti-slavery interpretation of
the work.
Other American artists working in Italy also embraced the theme. Several years
earlier Edward Sheffield Bartholomew (1822-1858) sculpted his own version of the
subject Hagar and Ishmael in a sophisticated bas-relief of 1856. (fig. 38) Of all the
depictions discussed here, Bartholomew's sculpture most pointedly reflects classical
origins, more distanced from American political interpretation. The carved marble's
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flowing, almost liquid drapery, and theatrical sense of tragedy, evoke a Greek funerary
stele. Bartholomew portrays Hagar as weighted down by the demands of mothering an
out-of-wedlock child. Shown in profile and fraught with anguish, the subject attempts to
stand, while her despondent child clings to her waist. Hagar's long hair cascades down
her back, with the progression of its curls repeated in the folds of drapery moving down
her rear and thigh. Ishmael’s downcast face contrasts Hagar’s upward searching gaze.
Their figures form an elongated triangle similar to Chapman’s successful composition
where God is suggested at the top of the pyramidal scheme. Ishmael's right foot and
Hagar's left elegantly form the base of the triangle, with the empty water bottle placed
between them. Supported by a plinth the slightly elevated figures recreate the effect of
viewing classical sculpture in a rarefied setting. With an unclear purpose, Hagar raises
her left hand to her shoulder perhaps in an effort to preserve her modesty by keeping her
garment in place. Ishmael's lower body turns toward the viewer while his anguished
mother remains in strict profile. Heavy folds of drapery and the child’s pull downward
suggest a weightiness contrasted by the fact that neither of the subjects' feet is firmly
planted.
Bartholomew’s rendering provides a transition to later representations of more
independent and assertive women that appear in works such as those of Edmonia Lewis.
As a young sculptor, Lewis had joined a sizable community of women artists in Rome in
1865. Like Chapman and Rimmer, Lewis depicts the biblical Hagar at the moment she
encounters God in the desert. Her representation of Hagar (1868) in marble shows her
alone and upright and on the verge of moving forward. Though in obvious distress, her
clasped hands indicate independent resolve as much as they do prayer. While Rimmer
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showed the tragedy of slavery regarding the family Lewis suggests a more radical
abolitionist perspective, the need for action. Unlike the previously discussed works
Lewis’ volatile subject may move in the viewer’s direction. Firmly planted, her left foot
carries the weight of the figure while the right one, pushes off the ground behind her,
thereby suggesting imminent propulsion. The artist presents her subject in the
neoclassical style typical of the period, accompanied by the overturned water pitcher.
Curiously, Lewis excluded Ishmael from the scene⎯though most artistic renderings of
the period included him⎯thus enabling Hagar the freedom to move forward and away
from her deployment as a Republican symbol.
Thick wavy hair, parted in the middle, frames an oval face, from which eyes gaze
outward to God. Her small closed mouth and straight nose appear ethnically European, a
fact Lewis Scholar Kirstin Buick argues constituted a strategic move by Lewis to
encourage viewers’ identification with the protagonist as a potential “true woman: left
unprotected by slavery. Her dress consists of a simple tunic, gathered at the waist. The
skirt pulled up on the left side, results in an uneven distribution of fabric that implies an
adjustment made out of necessity and anxiety. She wears plain sandals while her calves,
right shoulder, and right breast are bare. In a classicizing effect, the animated folds of
drapery in her skirt ripple and flow backward while also clinging to her abdomen, thereby
revealing the contours of her thighs. The pose exhibits a restrained contrapposto as the
weight of the figure seems distributed between both legs and the shoulders and hips are
fixed in relation to the figure's central axis. The interplay of the oppositional qualities of
simultaneous stillness and motion conveys a moment of emotional turmoil.
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In her choice of Hagar as a subject the non-conformist Lewis examined the
futility of maintaining a stable family unit under slavery, a condition that all but insured
the impossibility of mothers to adhere to the period constructs of true womanhood. Hagar
bore a child through sexual relations with her master, an action that resulted in expulsion
from his household. Thus Hagar wanders—violated, homeless and unable to protect her
child—and her uncertainty emerges in the conflicted pose of the work. In writing about
the piece, Buick emphasizes its potent symbolization of the suffering and humiliation of
enslaved African-American women. Lewis' women, though executed in white marble
with European features, nonetheless represent the artist's determination to broaden the
typical range of female subjects in art and the ideals of true womanhood, to include those
of non-European origin.215 While not uncommon for all female sculpted subjects to
possess the idealized features of classical Greek sculpture, Buick views the work as
racially cleansed in order for the artist to achieve acceptability and to maintain authority
over her own expression. By omitting Ishmael from the composition, Lewis placed the
focus squarely on Hagar as a woman, and by freeing the work from the probability of
biographical (her own) interpretation; she allowed her sculpture greater universal
implications. 216

Final Comments
The adaptability of Hagar as a subject allowed an array of nineteenth-century
American artists, using a traditional European theme, to examine the question of slavery
without confronting it directly. For a variety of reasons these pictures and sculpted
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figures, created to meet the conservative tastes of patrons in the North and the South,
removed blackness from the subject’s profile. Their works represent different political
facets of the nation’s great internal conflict and its effect on changing roles and images of
women. The works by Chapman, Rimmer, and Lewis when chronologically arranged,
show Hagar moving from a seated position that suggests a complete lack of agency, to a
kneeling position of prayerful pleading, to standing figure ready to take a more active
role in her fate. These differences, while subtle, reflected changing attitudes regarding the
roles of women in both public and private spheres while taking on the volatile question of
slavery from a variety of perspectives. Ultimately, American artists adapted the Old
World theme to reflect their own uniquely American priorities and political concerns.
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Conclusion

While much of Chapman’s work may hold limited appeal for contemporary
viewers, his exhibitions in major U.S. cities, the vast numbers of images he produced in
popular literature, the impact of the American Drawing Book on a century of readers, and
the distribution of painted and etched mid-century Italian views impacted a broad swath
of the American public in the pre-Civil War period. His Washington series coincided
with a resurgence of interest in the former president and allowed him to progress in the
direction of history painting yet yielded scant economic rewards. Versatile talents—
dispersed across a variety of media in sentimental genre pictures—made Chapman a
recognized figure in the nineteenth century but generated little interest by the twentieth,
and his tremendous output in a variety of media failed to prevent his eventual relegation
to obscurity.
As described earlier, the antebellum era witnessed attempts to define and develop
a national character both linked to and differing from Old World cultural traditions.
Artists continued to study from European models, but they steadily found the confidence
to embrace more self-reliant images of an American character. Dunlap’s history, the
Peale museums, Chapman’s drawing manual, and Morse’s development of training
academies, offer examples of how artists took an active role in education and the
development of viewing spaces. They shared a desire to stimulate an enlightened public
alongside a new breed of collector—successful businessmen who saw themselves as
obligated to contribute to the public welfare. For both groups, more direct exchanges
were integral to the development of an American culture that served as a marker for the
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maturation of the country. Many ventures were tied to fleeting economic success, but
they offered varieties of visual experience that helped stimulate a new appetite for
pictures that went beyond Old Master copies and commissioned portraits, opened a door
to landscape painting, and fostered a growing sophistication of the American public.
Chapman’s portrayals of early presidents, prominent social figures, and notable historic
events contributed to an absent body of American vernacular imagery thereby helping to
confront attitudes of cultural inadequacy.
A confluence of factors that led to early achievements ultimately contributed to
Chapman’s decline and the fading of his reputation. Technical advances in photography
replaced both the need for and the appreciation of painted copies of original master
works. The mixed critical reception of the Pocahontas mural both threatened and
enhanced his stature. The artist’s forced economic dependence on sentimental print
images, a refusal to abandon history painting, and his reliance on a slave owning clientele
whose lives were turned on end by the Civil War all produced a lasting negative effect.
But a renewed recognition of his achievements as a fine copyist and an early practitioner
of etching and landscape painting should earn him a greater measure of respect as a
significant member of the coterie of American artists who actively contributed to the
development of a national culture.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. John Gadsby Chapman, Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Desert, 1830, oil on canvas,
Collection of St. Mary Basilica, Natchez, Mississippi.
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Figure 2. John Gadsby Chapman, Baptism of Pocahontas, 1839, oil on canvas, 12 x 18 ft.,
Rotunda, U. S. Capitol.
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Figure 3. John Gadsby Chapman, Cumaean Sibyl (after Domenichino), 1828, oil on canvas,
Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.

Figure 4. John Gadsby Chapman, James Madison, 1833, oil on canvas, Tulane University,
Linton-Surget Collection.
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Figure 5. U.S. Bank note with J.G. Chapman, Baptism of Pocahontas, engraved on reverse,
c. 1865-1869.
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Figure 6. Charles Wilson Peale, The Artist in His Museum, 1822, oil on canvas, 103½ x 80 in.,
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

Figure 7. Charles Bird King, Sharitarish [Wicked Chief], Pawnee, c. 1822, oil on panel,
17½ x 13¾ in., The White House.
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Figure 8. John Gadsby Chapman, Village Politicians (after David Wilkie), 1827,
32½ x 44 in., Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.

Figure 9. Samuel F. B.Morse, Chapel of the Virgin at Subiaco, 1830, oil on canvas, 30 x 37 in.,
Worcester Art Museum.
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Figure 10. John Gadsby Chapman, Woman and Donkey by a Roadside Shrine, 1870, oil on board,
10 x 14 in., Birmingham Museum of Art.

Figure 11. Samuel F. B. Morse, Gallery in the Louvre,1832-1833, oil on canvas, 73 ¾ x 108 in.,
Terra Foundation for American Art.
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Figure 12. John Gadsby Chapman, after Metzu, Woman Tuning a Guitar, 1830, 12½ x 11¼ in.,
Boston Athenaeum.
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Figure 13. Sir Charles Lock Eastlake, Hagar and Ishmael, 1830, oil on panel, 23 x 20 in.,
Royal Academy of Arts, London.

Figure 14. John Gadsby Chapman, Agar Nel Deserto, 1830, engraving,
Giornale di belle arti, Roma, British Museum.
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Figure 15. John Gadsby Chapman, Ruth and Naomi, 1855, oil on canvas, 52 x 37 in,
Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.

Figure 16. John Gadsby Chapman, Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Wilderness, 1853, oil,
55 x 41 1/2 in., Lloyd House, Alexandria.
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Figure 17. John Gadsby Chapman, Self Portrait, c. 1835, oil, National Academy of Design.
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Figure 18. John Gadsby Chapman, Jane C. Washington and her Children, 1834, oil on canvas,
Copyright: George Washington Masonic Memorial, (Photograph: Arthur W. Pierson).
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Figure 19. John Gadsby Chapman, Polk peace medal presented to Kiyo’kaga (Chief Keokuk, Sac
and Fox), 1845, Franklin County, Kansas, silver, hide, glass beads.
National Museum of the American Indian.

Figure 20. Thomas M. Easterly, Keokuk [Watchful Fox], 1847, daguerreotype,
Missouri History Museum.
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Figure 21. John Singleton Copley, Ralph and Alice Izard, 1774, oil on canvas, 68 ¾ x 88 in,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Figure 22. William Edward West, Charlotte Catherine Surget Bingaman, c. 1818, oil on canvas,
36 x 29 in., Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.
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Figure 23. John Gadsby Chapman, Italia, 1851, oil on canvas, 27 x 22 in.,
Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.

Figure 24. John Gadsby Chapman, Gleaner of the Roman Compagna, c. 1850s, oil on canvas,
26 3/4 x 20 in., Tulane University, Linton-Surget Collection.
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Figure 25. John Gadsby Chapman, Girl Knitting, 1840, oil, 10½ x 8 in.

Figure 26. J.I. Pease aft. Chapman, Rose Vernon, c.1843, engraving,
American Antiquarian Society
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Figure 27. John Gadsby Chapman, The Lake of the Dismal Swamp, 1842
(from a painted original c. 1826), engraving, American Antiquarian Society.

Figure 28. John Gadsby Chapman, “Music” illustration for Poets of America, 1840.
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Figures 29. John Gadsby Chapman, “The Settler” illustration for Poets of America, 1840.

Figure 30. John Gadsby Chapman, The Lazy Fisherman, 1844, oil on canvas, 25 x 30 in.,
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.
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Figure 31. John Gadsby Chapman, The American Drawing Book, 1847.
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Figure 32. John Gadsby Chapman, Harvesters on the Roman Campagna, 1867, 28¾ x 71¾ in.,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Figure 32 (detail)
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Figure 33. Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot (1796-1875), Hagar in the Wilderness, 1835,
oil on canvas, 71 x 106½ in., Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 34. Benjamin West (1738-1820), Hagar and Ishmael, 1776, reworked 1803, oil,
76 x 54 ½ in., Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 35. William Rimmer (1816-1879) Hagar and Ishmael (1857-1858), oil on canvas,
30 x 25 in., location unknown, (formerly Collection of Lee B. Anderson).

Figure 36. William Rimmer Massacre of the Innocents (1858), oil on canvas,
27¼ x 22 in., Mead Art Museum, Amherst.
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Figure 37. Edmonia Lewis (1834/35-after 1911), Hagar, 1868 or 1875, marble,
52 5/8 x 15 ¼ x 17 in., Smithsonian American Art Museum.

Figure 38. Edward Sheffield Bartholomew (1822-1858) Hagar and Ishmael, Rome 1856, marble,
28 x 19 5/8 in., Art Institute of Chicago.
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APPENDIX: CHAPMAN IN TULANE COLLECTIONS
Listed below are eleven paintings by John Gadsby Chapman in the Tulane University Art
Collection as well as four books that feature his illustrations in the collection of Howard
Tilton Memorial Library. Three additional collection works are listed as being possibly
by the artist.
Tulane University Art Collection:
Village Politicians (after David Wilkie), 1827, oil on canvas, Bequest of Mrs. C. B.
Surget (née Charlotte Bingaman Linton), 1910.
Portrait of Charles Chapman, 1827, oil on canvas, Gift of Mrs. T. G. Richardson (née
Ida Ann Slocumb), 1892.
Cumaean Sibyl (after Domenichino), 1828, oil on canvas, Bequest of Mme. Eustace
Surget, 1889. (Conflicting records suggest: Gift of Mrs. T. G. Richardson).
Portrait of Henry Clay (inscribed with the artist’s initials and date), 1832, oil on canvas,
Gift of Mrs. C. B. Surget, 1889.
Portrait of John Quincy Adams (after Charles B. King), 1832, oil on canvas, Gift of Mrs.
C. B. Surget, 1889.
Portrait of John Adams (after Gilbert Stuart) 1832, oil on canvas, Gift of Mrs. C. B.
Surget, 1889.
Portrait of James Madison, 1833, oil on canvas, Gift of Mrs. C. B. Surget, 1889.
Italia (inscribed with the artist’s monogram, “Roma”and date), 1851, oil on canvas,
Linton-Surget Collection, probably 1910.
Gleaner of the Roman Campagna, c. 1850s, oil on canvas, Linton-Surget Collection,
probably 1910.
Shepherd, (a small oval), c. 1850s. oil on canvas, Linton-Surget Collection, probably
1910.
Ruth and Naomi (inscribed with the artist’s monogram, “Roma” and date), 1855, oil on
canvas, Bequest of Mme. Eustace Surget (née Mary Atwell Linton), 1889.
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Possibly by Chapman:
Portrait of James Madison (after or by George Catlin) c. 1830, oil on pressed board, Gift
of Mrs. C. B. Surget, 1889. (Included by Bolton as an original by Catlin. Listed as “James
Monroe” in early Tulane inventories.)
Portrait of Benjamin Watkins Leigh, oil on canvas, Gift of Mrs. C. B. Surget, 1889.
Portrait of Chief Justice John Marshal (after Chester Harding), oil on canvas, Gift of
Mrs. C. B. Surget, 1889.
Howard-Tilton Memorial Library:
American Drawing-book: Elementary, (inscribed: Mary Atwell Linton) Rare Books.
A Christmas Gift from Fairyland, (James Kirk Paulding, 1838) Rare Books.
The Opal: A Pure Gift for the Holy Days, (John Keese, 1847) Rare Books.
The Poets of America, (John Keese, 1840), general collection.
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